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INTRODUCTION 

The motive of present research is to develop a relational database system for storage and 

interactive access of indexing of Susruta SalJihitii (SS). Though there are many indexing and 

search system for other works, but none of the above provides searchable index of SS. 

'Maharshi University of Management, Vedic and Indic Studies' provides simple Sanskrit text 

of the SS. In the data, there is no mention about structure of sutras of the text 1• While some of 

internet sites provide the hook of SS in digital form with no Sanskrit text2
. So, there is no 

online indexing system for SS, which can provide search engine either in static or dynamic 

form. 

Use of Indexing System for SS 

An index is a detailed topic analysis of the text. In a sense, it is a highly condensed over view 

presented as a conceptual map that helps readers to see the scope and content of the entire 

document and navigate through the usable information. Indexing is a process in which the 

analysis of the subject matter of a document to identify the concepts represented in the 

document and the allocation of descriptors to allow these concepts to be retrieved. In other 

words, an indexing is a system used to make finding information easier3
. In computational 

reference, indexing is a feature in a computerized database which allows quick access to the 

rows in table. 4 

The search engine of SS can be used for other documentation as well as NLP applications 

which can also use the system for the various purposes i.e. dictionaries, Sanskrit to other 

languages translation system (MTS) etc. The indexing system can also be very useful for 

researchers in future related with various stream i.e. linguistics, history, socio-political, 

geographical etc. by providing the needed facts from huge text which cannot be easily read. 

1 Accessed on 131.04.11 http://isl.mum.edu/vedicreserve/sushrut samhita.htm 
2 Accessed on 14.04.11 http://www.archive.org/details/englishtranslatiOOsusruoft 
1Accessed 011 14.04.11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/index 
4Accessed 011 14.04.11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Index (database) 
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Why Indexing is necessary for SS 

SS is a veritable encyclopedia comprising heterogeneous material from all branch of 

knowledge. Very important ideas were discussed in SS about anatomy and surgery with 

deliberation on many contexts of temporary interest such as plastic surgery. The Saf!lhita also 

discusses in minute details on how to perform prosthetic surgery to replace limbs, cosmetic 

surgery on nose. 

SS is unique in that it discusses blood in terms of fourth do~ic principle. It is the first text to 

enumerate and discuss the pitta subtypes. Use of siilaka-meaning foreign body (rods or prob 

etc.) is mentioned by Susruta. Some of classifications in the SS are not even traced by modern 

medical science. It describes five types of pterygium and the prognosis it made about glaucoma 

has not been improved since. In fact, Susruta is the first surgeon in medical history who 

systematically and elaborated dealt with anatomical structure of eye. 

On one hand, SS is the most authentic text on practice and theory on surgery, and also the most 

commonly quoted text on health. On the other hand, it is so huge that it becomes virtually 

impossible for someone to search a specific keyword in it. Thus, the indices of SS will 

constitute a different text in itself due to hugeness of the text and will be easy to coming 

researchers and users. 

Susruta and his Saiphita 

Ayurveda is a great achievement of ancient Indian heritage. Now-a-days, many researches 

related with ayurveda is pursuing at different level. SS is a basically text on surgery, so it will 

be very useful for us in future as well as for medical science. SS is a legend text on ayurveda. It 

is mentioned in the text that very first Lord Brahma gave the holy knowledge of ayurveda to 

Prajapati. Prajapati gave this Veda to Lord Indra and Lord Indra gave it to Mahar~i 

Dhanvantari. Dhanvantari gave this verbally to Susruta and his fellows. According to SS, There 

2 



are 8 branches of ayurveda5
• Salya is the first of them. Basically in SS, purva tantra discusses 

sa~ya vidya and uttara tantra discusses stiltikya vidyti. It seems that in ancient India, there were 

also specialties in various field of medical science. That's why Susruta is called the ancient 

Indian surgeon. 

Susruta is generally believed to have around 600 BC. However he has puzzled scholars 

regarding the period when he lived and practiced. According to mythology he was the son of 

sage Visvamitra and disciple of Dhanvantari. He represents Dhanvantari School of surgeons. 

SS is one of the three brhattrayT text of classicalliurveda.6 It is the chief treatise of its surgical 

school i.e. Dhanvantara Sampradaya founded by Dhanvantari. According to the one of the 

best commentators of SS QalhaJ!a, "Dhanvantari signifies full experience in surgery i.e. 

Dhanuh". 

SS is a great text about surgical ideas. It contains 8307 sutras, following with 186 chapters, 6 

sthtinas and two tantras. SiUras in SS are in both form- prose and verse. According to chapters, 

uttara sthtina is the largest with 66 chapters and kalpa sthtina is the smallest with 8 chapters. 

While according to sutras, uttara sthtina remains on top with 2650 sutras and §tirfra sthtina is 

smallest with 440 sutras. 

SS is a text primarily related to surgery. It describes different type of surgery for various parts 

of body. Plastic surgery is one of the valuable contributions to the society. That's why Susruta 

is called the father of Surgery. 

Methodology 

In the present research of SS indexing, comparative, analytical, descriptive and technological 

methodologies are used. The presently available version of SS evolved through multiple 

transformation and redaction by many scholars time to time. As SS is very important text on 

surgery, there are many versions available at the time. 

5 tadyatha- salyaql, sa!akyaql, kayacikitsa, bhfitavidya, kaumarabhrtya, agadatantraql, rasayanatantraql, 
vajikaral)atantramiti- SS- Pg No. 05, sthana-1 
6 Introduction, SS(Prof. G.D. Singhal),p.7 
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For the current research, which edition of the text is selected, is a very good edition of SS, 

intelligently edited by Dr. Anantram Sharma and published by Chaukhamba Surbharati 

Prakashan, Varanasi (2000) and reprinted in 2010. 

The original text has been stored in the database table. Other information related with the text 

collected in other tables and they are connected with each other which can provide complete 

reference of the searched query. 

The database has three tables. In the first table name of the sthana's are given. Second table 

has information about adhyaya name with sthana number. In third table, siUras of adhyaya 

with the id collected. 

Development of the System 

A search engine of indexing has been developed under this research, which is the dynamic by 

nature. The search engine has been developed in Java/JSP with MS SQL server 2005 as the 

backend with Apache Tomcat 4.0 as the web server. To connect the front end with database 

server, the MS-JDBC connectivity has been used. The system is available online on 

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayur/index.jsp with Devanagari input and output. The system works as 

an interactive and multi dimensional knowledge based indexing system for SS. 

The user can search data by either direct search or alphabetical search. It is also available for 

the search by structure of the text in Devanagar"i UTF-8 format. 

Chapter Description 

The dissertation has been divided into four chapters. The first chapter 'Lexicography and 

Indexing Tradition in Sanskrit' discusses the lexicography and indexing tradition with 

indexing tradition in India. It includes briefly the time of Susruta with some information about 

his surgical text. It also focuses on language technology in general and survey of digital and 

online indexing. 
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The second chapter 'Susruta Satphita: Organization and Content' discusses division inside 

the text with information about SS. It also includes some diseases discussed in SS with their 

treatment. 

The third chapter 'Indexing of Susruta Satphita' includes the methodologies which are used 

for this research. It introduces how indexing system is developed. It also discusses the text 

which is used for the database and research. The names of adhyayas are given in this chapter. 

Fourth chapter 'Implication of the Search Engine' describes the technological part of the 

research such as- RDBMS technology used for developing the engine with illustration of 

programming and how the system works. 
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Chapter-] 

Lexicography and Indexing Tradition in Sanskrit 



Chapter- 1 

Lexicography and Indexing Tradition in Sanskrit 

1.1 Introduction 

The chapter discusses lexicography and Indexing tradition in Sanskrit. A brief survey on the 

period of Susruta with some important information of his surgical text Su.Sruta Sarp.hitil has also 

been provided. It also focuses on a survey of language technology in general and discusses 

digital indexing along with online indexing. The survey gives emphasis on the several projects 

on indexing and language technology sponsored by Govt. oflndia. 

1.2 Lexicography and Indexing Tradition-

In Sanskrit, there is a very rich tradition of lexicography and Indexing. Nigha~ztu is considered 

the first lexicon of Sanskrit. Saunaka wrote the first index on Vedic literature named 

Sarw7nukrama~zT. 

1.2.1 Lexicography Tradition-

All the languages of the world depend on their lexicon for day to day expression and 

composition of literature. The importance of lexicon has been underscored in the following 

subhii~sita -

"avaiyiikara~zastvandha(1 badhira(1 kosavivarjitab" 

There are more than four hundred lexicons available in Sanskrit. Some of the important lexicons 

of the tradition are given below. 

1.2.1.1 The Nighal}tu- The most ancient text on lexicon known as Nigha!JfU which is specially a 

vocabulary of Vedic words. Nigha!J.fU gives derived form ofVedic words and explains the words 

briefly. Yaska composed a commentary on Nigha!J.tu called 'Nirukta'. According to Yaska, The 

Nigha~tu was a collection of rare words gathered by earlier sages for easier understanding of 
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Vedic text 1
• The Nighar.tu primarily divided in three ktirt;las and further division in five 

adhyayas (chapters). First klittifa known as Naigharfuka-Kart;fa consists of first three chapters. 

Fourth chapter called Naigama K(/r.t;fa and fifth chapter known as Daivata Kar¢a. 

First chapter describes mainly physical things like water, soil, air etc and objects of nature like 

cloud, dawn etc. Second chapter deals with mainly men, his beings and qualities associated with 

his being such as properties and emotional states. Third chapter focuses on abstract qualities and 

concepts such as heaviness, lightness etc. Fourth chapter emphasizes on homonyms (aikapadika) 

and difficult or ambiguous words. Last and fifth chapter mainly related with divine names. 

According to Aupamanyava, it seems that the Nigharfu is not the work of a single author. It is 

compilation of different persons who might have been sages of older ages. Most probably it is a 

work of generations of ancient Vedic scholars. According to Mahabharata, one tradition accepts 

the authorship of Nighattfu to the sage Kasyapa.2 However it appears to be improbable. One can, 

therefore, be justified in saying that the Nighattfu as it presented to us marks the beginning of 

lexicographical literature in Sanskrit. It does not give the meaning of the words. The words in 

Nigharfu, are arranged according to specific groups and this arrangement is generally found in 

later lexicons. It is mainly for this reason that the Nighar.tu can be regarded as the starting point 

in the compilation of later Sanskrit works on lexicography3
. 

1.2.1.2 Yaska- Nirukta is a famous commentary on Nigha1Jfu written by Yaskamuni. 

Yaskamuni is generally believed to have lived around 900 BC. The importance of Nirukta can 

be known as it is called one of the six Vedaligas. 4 It treats etymology, particularly of obscure 

words, especially those occurring in the Vedas. 5 According to famous lexicographer V.S. Apte, 

'nominal words are derived from roots says Nirukta '. 6 Practically Nirukta consists of brief rules 

(sutras) for deriving word meanings, supplemented with glossaries of difficult or rare Vedic 

words. There are many commentaries available on Nirukta, the most famous being Durgacarya' s 

Durgavrtti. 

1 Nirukta- 1.20 
2 Mbh- Mok~aparva- ch.342, g6-7 
·
1 Online indexing of Mbh, pg. 25-6 
4 Pal)inlya-sik~a 
5 Monnier-Williams dictionary p.553 
6 Ntlma ca dhlitujamliha nirukta- A practical dictionary, p.556 
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Nirukta consists of twelve chapters along with two additional (pari.Si~!a) chapters. Each chapter 

is further divided into piidas, which range from three to seven in different chapters. The twelve 

chapters of Nirukta correspond to the three divisions (kii1J¢as) of Nighal}fu. First three chapters 

deal with 1-3 chapters of Nighwz!u called NaighalJ!Uka kiil}¢a. Fourth to sixth chapters 

correspond to the fourth chapter of NighalJ!U called Naigama Ka~z¢a. Seventh to twelveth 

chapters deal with fifth and the last chapter of Nighal}!u known as Daivata kii~ztja. 

In the first chapter, Yaska defines four main categories of words 7 

a. Nama (Nouns) 

b. Akhyiita (Verbs) 

c. Upasarga (Pre-verbs or prefixes) 

d. Nipata (Particles, invariant words) 

Then, Yaska discusses prefixes as words which bring into prominence the subordinate 

meaning of noun and verbs. The author also discusses whether the Vedic mantras have any 

meaning at all. The Nip{/ta (particles) are then divided into three parts8
-

a. Padapt~ra~ziirthaka (comparatives) 

b. Uapamclrthaka (Conjuctives) 

c. Karmopasmigrahclrthaka (Expletives) 

As in modem semantic theory, Yaska views words as main carrier of meaning. This view that 

words have a primary or preferred ontological status in defining meaning was fiercely debated in 

the Indian tradition from many ccnturies. 9 The rest of the book is devoted to the exposition of 

the Nighwzfu, except the first three piidas of the seventh chapter which contain a discussion 

about the nature, number and classification of deities. 

1.2.1.3. Katya- Katya is believed to live before 500 AD. There is no text of Katya available at 

this time. We can know about him by references quoted by later authors. He is known by 

citations. The original lexicon of Katya is not found today. Puru~ottama in his Trikiil}t;i,ase~w has 

identified Katya with Katyayana and Vararuci. Katya's lexicon consists of both synonyms and 

7 Catviiri padajclt<lni- nlimiikhyate copasarga nipiitil.l'ca- Nirukta. 1.1.2 
8 Nirukta- 1.1 
9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yaska 
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homonyms. Its name appears to be Niimamiilii according to later sources. Katya does not, like 

Amara, put down the synonyms together but often strives to give accurate meanings by means of 

descriptive clauses. 10 

Katya is quoted as lexicographer by K~lraswami in his commentary on Amarako§a, by 

Hemacandra in his Abhidhclnacintclmat:ti!fkil, by Kesava in Kalpadruma, by Rayamuku~a and 

Bhanuji DTk~ita in their commentaries on Amarako§a. He is also referred by Mmikha in his 

lexicon Anekarthakosa. 

1.2.1.4 VyaQi- Vya<)i is generally believed to have lived before 500 AD. He is one of the ancient 

lexicographers in ancient India. His lexicon is called Saf{lgraha. Like Katya, Vya<)i is also 

known by citation and the original lexicon is not found in its own form today. But, according to 

later author's sources, one can describe something about him and his text Sa1J1graha. He is often 

quoted by several reputed authors like Mahar~i Patafijali. He gives the reference of Vya<)i's 

lexicon in his great commentary on A~~·.ttidhyiiyf named Mahtibhti~ya. 

"Sa1J1grahe tlivat kiiryapratidvandvfbhtivtit manytimahe--- "11 

He is also quoted by great scholar Hemacandra and others. From the quotation ofVya<;li that are 

found in the work of later authors like Hemacandra or Mahesvara or the Amarako§a or in the 

commentary of Rayamuku!a, it seems that Vya<;li's lexicon was arranged in synonyms groups 

and also consisted of a chapter on homonyms. Most quotations ofVya<;li, found in Hemacandra's 

commentary to his own book Abhidhiinacintiimat;i shows that lexicon must have been a 

voluminous one. 

1.2.1.5 Amara Sirp.ha- Amarakosa is the great lexicon compiled by Amara Sirpha. The 

popularity of the text can also be determined by the fact that Aufrecht records not less than forty 

commentaries on it in his 'CataloRus Catalogurum ·. It can also be called the first thesaurus 

(pwyaya ko§a) of the world. Thesaurus of Roget is the first paryaya kosa of English language. 

One subhti~'lita of Sanskrit shows its importance more brightly-

1° Kalpdrukosa, introduction p.13 
1 1 Mahabha~ya, paspasahnika 

"A~'Iftidhyiiyf jaganmatil Amarako§o jagatpitii" 
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It is popularly known as Nc7mali1igtinusasanam, meaning thereby a work which deals with 

vocables and their genders. It is also known as Trikti!Jr/-f as it consists of three kti!Jrf-as. Amar 

Sirpha is generally believed to have lived before 600 AD. He was the one ofthe Navaratna in the 

court of Candragupta Vikramaditya, who reigned around 400 AD. 12 

Amarakosa consists ofverses. It is arranged in a metrical form in anu~fubha metre. It is primarily 

divided into three ka~uJas and each ka~lcja has further division of vargas. In Arnarakosa, there are 

three ka~u)as, 25 vargas or chapters and 1500 anu~fubh metres. It consists with around ten 

thousands names. First, Svargadikiif}cja has words related with Gods and heavens. The second, 

Bhiimyadika~lcja deals with words about earth, towns, animals, human etc. The third, 

Samakhyc7kii~lt)a has words related to grammar and other miscellaneous words. The detailed 

division of Amarko.~a is given below 13
-

Kat;~a Chapters/vargas 

1. Svargavarga 

2. Vyomavarga 

3. Digvarga 

4. Kalavarga 

5. Dhlvarga 

Svargadi 6. Sabdadivarga 

7. Natyavarga 

8. PaHilabhogivarga 

9. N arakavarga 

1 0. Varivarga 

1. Bhumivarga 

2. Puravarga 

3. Sailavarga 

4. Vanau~adhivarga 

5. Sirphadivarga 

12 Dhanvantarik,l-apaTiakiimarasiTJ1ha .l'ankuvet(/fhha!!a Ghafakarparakalidiisa(ll 

Khyato viirahamihiro nrpate sahh<7yam ratniini vai vararucimava vikramasya II- Sabdakalpadruma, p.83 
13 Amarakosa, introduction 
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Bhumyadi 6. Manu~yavarga 

7. Brahmavarga 

8. K~atriyavarga 

9. Vaisyavarga 

10. Sudravarga 

Samakhya 1. V ise~yanighna varga 

2. SaiikirQ.avarga 

3. Nanarthavarga 

4. A vyayavarga 

5. Liligadisrup.grahavarga 

[Table 1.1 : Structure of AmarakoJa] 

There are many commentaries available on Amarakosa. More than forty commentaries are 

available at this time. Some important of them, are given below in a table-

Author Commentary Period 

1. K~Iraswami Amarakosodghatana 1080 to 1130 AD 

2. Sarvananda TIJ<asarvasva 1159 AD 

3. Subhiiticandra Kamadhenu 1191 AD 

4. Bhanuji Dlk~ita Vakya Sudha Around 17111 Century AD 

[Table nol .2: Commentators of Amarako.(a] 

1.2.1.6- Sasvata- Sasvata compiled Anekiirthasamuccaya around 6th century AD. The lexicon 

is popularly known as Siisvata kosa. It is so much influenced by the Nanarthavarga of 

Amarakosa that it is considered as the extension of the text. It consists of six chapters. The first 

three chapters are arranged by full verses, half verses and in quarter verses. The fourth chapter 

focuses on homonyms. The fifth and sixth chapters discuss avyayas. The lexicon is arranged with 

the anu~\'fubh metre. The lexicon consists of 807 verses in it. 14 

14 Sasvata kosa edited by K.G.Oak, Poona , 1918 
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1.2.1. 7 Haliiyudha- The lexicon is known as Abhidhiinaratnamii/ii, also popularly known as 

Ha/iiyudha-kosa. Haliiyudha lived around 1 01
h century AD. The lexicon is divided into five 

kli~ujas named svargaklif}r)a, bhumiklif}r)a, plittilaklif}r)a, stimtinyakli~zr)a, aneklirthaklif}r)a. 

The first four chapters give detailed analysis on synonyms. The fifth chapter discusses 

homonyms and avyaya words. The text consists of 900 verses and is influenced by Amarakosa. 

The lexicon gives references about famous lexicographers of the past, like- Amaradatta, 

Vararuci, Bhaguri, and Vacaspati. The author also wrote a commentary on metric text 

Pi1igalasutra. He compiled another lexicon named Kavirahasya which describes form of the 

present tense (/a! !akclra) ofroots. 

1.2.1.8 Yadavaprakasa- Yadavaprakasa compiled a lexicon named Vaijayantf-kosa. He is 

believed to have lived during 1055 to 1337. His lexicon is very famous and important for 

Sanskrit. It is the first text, which is arranged by alphabetical order. But the arrangement of order 

is not followed strictly in the whole text. It shows only first alphabetical order, aklirtidikrama, 

not in second or further letters. It is divided into two parts-

I. Synonyms 

2. Homonyms 

Both chapters are much richer than Amarakosa. 15 The lexicon is very voluminous. The first Part 

is further divided into five klif}r)as and the second in three klif}r)as. The klif}r)as have subdivisions 

into chapters. The lexicon focuses on some Vedic words also. Full detail about the lexicon is 

given below in a table-

Types Kai}<Jas Chapters/ Adhyayas 

1. Adidevadhya ya 

1. Svarga 2. Lokapaladhyaya 

3. Yaksadhyaya 

15 http://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
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4. Jyotiradhyaya 

2. Antarik~a 5. Meghadhyaya 

6. Khagadhyaya 

7. Sabdadhyaya 

8. Desadhyaya 

9. Sailadhyaya 

10. Vanadhyaya 

Synonymous 3. Bhumi 11. Pasusarpgrahadhyaya 

12. Manu~yadhyaya 

13. BrahmaQadhyaya 

14. K~atriyadhyaya 

15. Vaisyadhyaya 

16. Sudradhyaya 

17. Sarisroadhyaya 

4. Patala 18. Jaladhyaya 

19. Puradhyaya 

20. Bhutadhyaya 

21. PaQadhyaya 

5. Samanya 22. Dharmakarmadhyaya 

23. Gui:tiidhyaya 

24. Arthavallingadhyaya 

25. Purpllirigadhyaya 

26. Strilingadhyaya 

6. Dvyayak~ara 2 7. N apurpskalingadhyaya 

28. Abhidheyalingadhyaya 

Homonymous 29. Nana1ingadhyaya 

7. Trayak~ara 30. Purpllingadhyaya 

31. Strilingadhyaya 
.. ' [Table 1.2: Structure of Vayayantz kosa] 
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1.2.1.9 Hemacandra- He was living around 1088 to 1172 AD. Hemacandra is not only a great 

lexicographer but he has also good command over literature, philosophy and yogasastra. He 

wrote lexicon not only in Sanskrit, but also in Pralqta16
, Apabhrarpsa. His main lexical works are 

given below-

i.) Abhi,jfianacintamai]i- The lexicon is also known as Abhijfiiinacintiima"(liniimamalti. 

This lexicon consists of synonymous and homonymous words. The lexicon is divided 

into six kti~ujas. The first kiJf}r;fa of the text discusses Jaina deities and is related with the 

religious texts of Jaina's. He also compiled a commentary on this lexicon named 

Ya.<ovijaya,t fkti. Vyutpattiratniikara and Siiroddhiira are the other famous commentaries 

of the author. The division of the lexicon is given below in a table-

Types Kai;I<}as/chapters 

Synonymous 1. Devadhideva 

2. Deva 

3. Martya 

4. Bhi.imi 

5. Samanya 

Homonymous It is arranged according to 
. 

the numbers of syllables in 

each word. 

··-- -[Table 1.3: Structure of Abhynanacmtama~u] 

ii.) Anekarthasaqtgraha- This is arranged in single, double and triple letters sequence in 

kii"(ltj.as. In the last kii"(ltj.a of lexicon, the author discusses avyayas. He follows two 

alphabetical orders in his lexicon-

1. According to the initial letter order, and 

2. According to the final alphabetical order. 

The lexicon includes 1829 stanzas in it. It is divided into six kii"(ltj.as with one additional 

kii"(ltj.a of avyayas. 

16 Desinamamala 
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iii.) Nighai]tuse~a - It is a supplementary text of his own lexicon Abhijfiiinacintiima!Ji. It 

is a collection of medicinal plants and herbs. It is Synonymous dictionary and includes of 

396 stanzas. The lexicon is divided into six chapters-

1. Vrk;;a, 2. Gulma, 3. Lata, 4. Siika, 5. T.n:w. 6. Dhanya. 

iv.) Desinamamala- It is a lexicon related with desi words. It is composed in Pralqia and 

gives Prakrta words. The lexicon is divided into 8 chapters called vargas- Svaravarga, 

Words beginning with gutturals, palatals, linguals, labials, liquids, sa and ha. 

The words are arranged by their meanings. It consists of four hundred Pralqta words and a 

systematic study of these words. 

1.2.1.10 Mahesvara- He was living around 1111 AD. He wrote two lexicons-

i.) Visvaprakasa- The lexicon is also known as ViSvakosa. It consists of homonymous 

words. The arrangement of the letters of the lexicon is as like as of Amarakosa. In the 

text, the words of one syllable to seven syllables are collected. In the last part of the 

lexicon, a collection of myayas is given. He has also mentioned about predecessor 

lexicographers viz. Bhogindra, Katyayana, Sahasanka, Vacaspati, Vya<;ii, Visvarupa, 

Amara, Mangala, Subhanga, Bhaguri etc. This lexicon is also mentioned by one of 

famous lexicographer- Sarvananda and Hemacandra. 

ii.) Sabdabhedaprakasa- This lexicon is actually additional part of Visvakosa. It 

discusses types of words 'ha' and types of the gender. 

1.2.1.11 Mankha- Mankha is believed to live around li11 century AD. His lexicon is known as 

Anekiirtltako.~a. It is also famous as Matikltakosa. The lexicon is arranged according to final 

alphabetical order. It consists of 1007 verses. The lexicon has no division into chapters or 

vargas. The author says that he composed the lexicon by the consulting works ofBhaguri, Katya, 

Halayudha, Amarasirpha and some others. 17 

17 Bhagurikcltyahah7yudhadurg{imarasil?1ha.l'li.<vatcldikrtam I 

Ko.<llnnirik,1ya nintpa(lam dhanvantari nirmitam nighal}{um ca II 
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1.2.1.12 Ajayapala- He was living around 12th to 13th century AD. His lexicon named as 

Niiniirthasal[lgraha consists of 1730 verses. It seems that the author wrote the lexicon according 

to Sa.<vatako.\:a or Anekfirthasamuccaya. Every chapter consists of avyayas in last. It contains 

about 1730 words. The words are arranged with the initial letters. 

1.2.1.13 Dhanafijaya- The lexicon wrote by Dhanafijaya is a vocabulary of synonyms. He was 

living around 1123 AD. The name of the Dhanafijaya's lexicon is Niimamiilii. According to 

India Office Manuscripts, there is only one pariccheda viz. the synonyms and contains of 205 

verses. 1 
R According to another sources it contains of 200 verses. 19 

1.2.1.14 Puru~ottamadeva- He was living during 1050 to 1200 AD. He is a well known 

commentator on Pat;1ini's A~~fadhyayr. He wrote five lexical texts. He was quoted in the 

Sarvananad's commentary on Amarako.<a that shows his importance among lexicographers. His 

lexical creations are given below-

i.) Trik31)<;lase~a or Amarase~a- As the name suggests, the lexicon is a supplement to 

the Amarako.<a and contains words which are not found in Amarako.\:a. The lexicon is 

also divided into many vargas like Amarako.\:a. 

ii.) Haravali- This is a small lexicon which contains 270 stanzas. The text is divided into 

two parts- synonyms and homonyms. The first part is further divided into three sections

having full verses, having half verses, and having quarter verses. The later part is also 

divided into similar sections and gives the different meanings ofthe words. 

iii.) Varl)adesana- As the name suggests, the lexicon is contains with proper spellings of 

noun. 

iv.) Dvirtipakosa- The lexicon is a small work which consists about 75 stanzas. It is a 

vocabulary of words which are spelt in two different ways but which are similar in sound 

e.g. [l:wl~lha and (7.\-c/{lha, .<as,·ara and sasvara, ku.<ala and ku~m!a etc. 

Lingllnw'cisanclni ca vicclrya lak,1yam mahiikavfnclm cal 

Kurute 'nekllrthliniim .Sahdiinclm mmikhaka!z koJam II 
IR India Office Manuscripts Cat. No. 1014 
19 http://hi.wikipedia.org/wiki 
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v.) Ekak~arakosa- As its name indicates, this is a lexicon which contains words of one 

syllables having different meanings of the words. We find one syllable words in many 

Sanskrit lexicons having various meanings of them. This lexicon is as like as of 

MahTdhara, Mahak~aparyaka and Vararuci's one syllable lexicon. 

1.2.1.15 Kesavaswami- He was living around li11 to 13th century AD. His lexicon is known as 

Niiniirthiir~zavasaf!Z/qepa. The text divided into six kal}tjas. He discusses every gender by one 

syllable to six syllable words. The lexicon consists of homonymous words. Every kal}tja consists 

of five chapters each named as strflinga, puqzllifiga, napwJ1sakalinga, viicyalifiga and niiniilifiga. 

Every chapter is arranged with the letter 'a' of Devanagari script. The lexicon contains 5800 

verses and consists of some Vedic words also. The lexicon mentioned about 30 predecessor 

lexicographers. 

1.2.1.16 Medinikar- He lived during 1200 to 1500 AD. His lexicon is known as 

Niiniirthasabdakosa and popularly known as Medinfkosa on the name of the author. The lexicon 

seems to be influenced by Vi§vako.~a. Many verses of Amarakosa are quoted in the lexicon as it 

IS. 

1.2.1.17 Kesava- This author is different from the author of Niiniirthiirl}avasaf!l/qepa, 

KesavswamT. He is generally believed to live around 1660 AD. The lexicon is known as 

Kalpadrukosa. The author quoted many predecessor lexicographers like, Katya, Vacaspati, 

Bhaguri, Amarasirpha, Hemacandra etc 20
• This is a large lexicon related with synonymous 

words. The lexicon consists of maximum synonyms of the word like, earth's 640 synonyms, 

fire's 114 synonyms etc. The lexicon is primarily divided into skandhas. Skandhas contains 

further division into many prakii1:2¢as. The lexicon consists of 4000 verses. The full description 

of the lexicon is given below in the table-

Skandhas Prakary<;ias 

1. Des a 

2. Pul) 

3. Naradi 

20 http:/ /hi. wikipedia.org/wiki 
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4. ~~igotrabrahma 

5. K~atriya 

6. Vaisya 

7. Sudra 

8. Vise~yanighna 

Bhumi 9. Sa~pkin~a 

10. Vanau~adhi 

1 1. Sarabhadi 

12. Parvatadi 

13. Samudradi 

14. Pataladi 

15. Sarpadi 

16. Narakadi 

17. Jina 

1. SadharaJ)a 

2. Bhusthadeva 

Bhuva}:l 3. N abhasthadeva 

4. Kala 

5. Natya 

1. Suryadi 

Svarga 2. Brahmadi 

3. Avyaya 

4. Strayadilingadi 

[Table 1.4: Structure of Kalpadruko.\"a] 

1.2.1.18 Visvanatha- He was living around 1 t 11 century AD. His lexicon is known as 

Kosakalpataru. This is the one ofthe largest lexicon in Sanskrit literature. It contains more than 

5000 verses. It consists of both synonymous and homonymous character. The lexicon is 

primarily divided into kli~zcf-as. The text is further divided into vargas. The homonym portion is 

arranged according to the letters under each head e.g. kavarga, cavarga, tavarga, ,tavarga, 

pavarga and so on. Full description of the lexicon is given below in following table-
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Types Kat:~9as Vargas/ chapters 

Synonymous 1. Svarga 1. Paramatma 

2. Svarga 

3. Vyoma 

4. Kala 

5. Dhl 

6. Na~ya 

2. Bhu 7. Prithvi 

8. Sura 

9. Saila 

10. Vanau~adhi 

11. Si111ha 

12. Nr 

13. Brahma 

14. K~atriya 

15. Vaisya 

16. Sudra 

3. Patala 17. Pata1a 

18. Naraka 

19. Vise~yanighna 

20. PrakTrt:~a 

21. Dhatu 

Homonymous Ka, ca, ta, ~a, pa, antastha, u~manta 

varga 

Gender Ling a 1. PUI11lliilgadhikara 

2. S trTiiilgadhikara 

3. N apUI11saka1iilgadhikara 
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4. Stripurpllingadhikara 

5. Purpnapurpskalingadhikara 

6. S trinapurpsakalingadhikara 

Indeclinables A vyayasamanya 

[Table 1.5: Structure of Kolakalpataru] 

1.2.1.19 Madhavakara- Madhavakara compiled a lexicon named Paryiiyaratnamiilii. The 

lexicon is basically related with medical terms. This is the different Paryiiyaratnamlila one of 

Mahesvara Misra. It is also known as Ratnamiila. Madhava is the son of Indra Kara. 21 He 

includes many Bangia words in his lexicon. He is believed to live around 7th century AD. The 

lexicon contains synonymous dictionary of botanical terms and consists the name of plants and 

herbs which were generally used ancient physicians for medical purposes. The text contains the 

name of larger number of drugs and plants. The printed edition of the work22 contains 1754 lines 

consisting ofsynonyms (13-1474), homonyms (1475-1641), and mana or measure (1642-1754). 

The lexicon is divided in full stanzas, half stanzas and quarter stanzas. 

Except these lexicographers, many other lexicographers give a great contribution to enrich the 

Sanskrit literature. Like as, Jinabhadrasuri wrote a lexicon named Apavargamiilii in 12th century 

AD. Kalyal).amalla wrote lexicon named Sabdaratnapradfpa around 1295 AD which consists of 

five kiil}q/as. Padmanabhadatta wrote a lexicon around 1374 AD named Bhilrikaprayoga consists 

of both synonymous and homonymous words. As like Amarakosa, the lexicon is divided into 3 

ka~zqlas containing of 14 chapters. This can be called a supplement of Amarakosa. Mahlpa wrote 

a lexicon named Sabdaratn(/kara. Another lexicon named Nanartharatnamiila was written by 

Bhaskara around 14th century AD. Jatadhara(15th century AD) wrote a lexicon, known as 

A bhid hanatan tra. The lexicon is largely based on A marakosa and contains 18 vargas. All these 

vargas put into three kii~1q/as as like of Amarako§a. It is also called as Abhidhanartna and 

Liliglinu.<clsana. Namangadasiq1ha wrote lexicon named Anekiirtha or Nanarthamafijarf. 

Rl7pamm1jarfm7mamc///i is also a famous lexicon written by Rilpacandra around 16th century AD. 

The lexicon has only 120 verses divided into nine vargas. One more section, called 

anekiirthavarga or homonyms words given at end of the text. Har~akirti wrote a lexicon known 

21 http://indiascience.org/essyas/t es dravyaguna.shtml 
22 Edited by Dr. Tarapada, Patna, 1946 
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as Saradrvakhyananiimamtilr7. It is a synonymous lexicon divided into three sections called 

l«u:ujas. The lexicon has further division into vargas. It contains 12 vargas or chapters which 

consists of 465 verses. Vamanabhagabarya wrote lexicon named Sabdaratniikara which is 

divided into three kii~ujas. The lexicon is further divided into different adhyiiyas containing 1050 

stanzas. The last kii~uJa treats with the homonyms and the indeclinable as well. Appaya Dik~ita' s 

lexicon is known as Niimasaf!Igrahamfilfi. Sahajakirti wrote a lexicon named Nfimakosa around 

1627 AD. Sabdaratnfivalf is a famous lexicon written by Mathuresa around 1 i 11 century AD 

which contains 14 chapters called vargas. Sujana wrote a lexicon named Niinfirthapadapffhikii. 

Mahesvara wrote a lexicon known as Paryiiyamiilii. Sarasvata wrote a lexicon named 

Vi.<vamedinf. VUvanigha!JfU is a famous lexicon ofVisvakavi. 

These are the lexicons which give a great contribution to the Sanskrit language. Since last two 

centuries many bilingual dictionaries are composed like as, Monier William's Sanskrit- English 

Dictionmy, Vaman Shivaram Apte's English- Sanskrit dictionary, Mcdonell's Sanskrit- English 

dictionarv, Wilson's Sanskrit- English dictionary, Boeht lingk and Roth's Sankrit- German 

dictionmy, Cappeler's Sanskrit- English dictionary etc. 

1.2.2 Indexing Tradition 

Sanskrit literature has a great indexing tradition similar to that of lexicography. The ancient 

sages composed many to preserve all types of Vedic literature which enlisted all types of saktas, 

padas used in the saktas, sages of every mantras, metres of every mantra and the deities of the 

suktas in a sequence. There are many types of indexing in Veda-

1.2.2.1 Types of Indexing in Veda- There are many types of indexing existing in Vedic 

literature. The types used in Vedic indexing are given below-

i. Anuvakanukramal}i- The index consists anuviika in akiiriidi sequence in Veda, called 

A nuviikiinukrama~zf. 

11. A~aranukramal}i- This type of index contains of Vedic sages who were the dra:v!ii of 

Vedic mantras and their family races. 

iii. Chandonukramai}I- This type of index discusses the name of metres which are used in 

Vedic mantras. ~c'-'\ 
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1v. Mal}<;ialantanukramal}i- The index, which discusses Vedic literature according to 

ma~1rja/a sequence, is called ma~trjaliintiinukramaf.!l. 

v. Devanukramal}i- The index consists of the name and nature of deities, called 

Deviinukrama~(i. Brhaddevatii gives index ofVedic deities. 

v1. Mantranukramal}i- The index, which consists of Vedic mantras in certain sequence, 

called mantriinukrama~zf. 

Actually these indices are as much important as lexicon for the research and other works. After 

the Vedic period, tradition of indexing is continuing smoothly. 

1.2.2.2 Indexing texts-Some other types are also used in laukika Sanskrit, like as 

piidiinukramm;f. viikyiinukramaf}f. a/qariinukramaiJf, sabdanukramaf}f etc. There is a lot of text 

related with indexing of Sanskrit literature. Some ofthe important texts are given below-

1. Saunaka- He is the first sage who wrote Vedic index to make it easy for understand. This 

is the most ancient index of Sanskrit literature so far. The index of Saunaka called 

Sarviinukrama!zl. The arrangement of the text is in verse form. Many commentaries were 

written on the text. The index provides information about metre, deity, sage, sitkta, 

ma!z{ia/a in one place. 

11. Katyayana- Katyayana compiled two on Vedic viinmaya named Sarviinukrama!zl. 

~a9guru wrote a very authentic commentary on this index named Vediirthadlpikii. The 

index is arranged in verses. He defined the term sarviinukramaf.ll in his text-

"Sarvajiieyartha varf}tit sarviinukramaf}l..fabdam nirbruvanti vipascita(z" 

His first index discusses the Siikala and Va~vkala branch of the f!.gveda. It is a huge index 

containing 46 pages in printing form. The first 12 chapters include introductory portion of the 

text, among which the first 9 chapters deal with the Vedic metres. This index was edited very 

first by Mcdonnel which is published by Oxford in 1886 AD. Anuviikiinukrama~zz and the bhii~'lya 

of Sa<)guru is printed in it as a additional chapter. 

Katyayana's second index focuses on Vajasaneyi branch of Sukla Yajurveda. It contains five 

chapters. The first four chapters consists of the sages of YaJu~m mantras and the calculation of 

deities with the name of metres. The fifth chapter focuses on short discussion on the mantras of 
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Vajasaneyi Saf!lhita. The index is published in full form by Banarasa Sanskrit Series by 1893-94 

with the name 'Katyayana pral}fta Suklayaju/:l Sarvanukramal}fsutra- Yajfiikantadeva krta 

bha~ya sahita '. 

1.3 E-indices and Computational lexicography 

There is a large and vast tradition of lexicography and indexing in Sanskrit language. These are 

given as last part of the book to search or know about the specific keywords or verses in the text. 

All these and lexical resources were in text form, not in digital form, which can provide a direct 

search of the word. But, now-a-days, in the area of computational lexicography, the are 

available in searchable and digital form. 

1.3.1 E-indexing 

E-indexing is a computer program which collects, parses and stores data to facilitate fast and 

exact information retrieval. The purpose of e-indexing is to contribute to the stabilization of the 

traditional texts through information and computational technology. The e-index is a diagnostic 

tool measuring the current role of information and computational technology for the purpose of 

providing essential data, knowledge and direction for organization. 23 An alternate name for the 

process in the context of e-index designed to catalogue any document on internet is Web 

Indexing. The e-index is basically of two types, the first is static system and the second is 

dynamic indexing system. The first system processes query on the basis of compiled data while 

second system works on running data basis. It means a static system stored data in a simple text 

file which gives result of the query exists in file, and a 'dynamic system is based on RDBMS 

technology in which data stored in several tables and all tables are interconnected with each 

other. 

This sub-division gives information about some online indexing systems and about others as 

well. 

1.3.1.1 Online Indexing of Adiparva of Mahabharata24
- The system developed as M.Phil 

research by Diwakar Mani at Sanskrit Center, JNU'under the supervision of Dr. Girish Nath Jha. 

2
·
1 Accessed on 05.05.11http://eindex.ca/cim/320.dhtm 

24 Accessed on 05.05.11 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in!mb/index.jsp 
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The database collected in several tables and they are interconnected with each other. One can 

search via direct input method by providing specific word. User can also search the system by 

using drop down box available at site. The system can also access alphabets given on the site. 

User can select any of the parvas out of 18 pan;as given in drop down box. The web application 

has been developed using Java scrvlets on Apache Tomcat and RDBMS techniques using MS 

SQL server 2005 in Unicode. 

1.3.1.2 Index of l,{gveda 25
- The system provides a simple indexing of !J.gveda in UTF-8, 

Unicode Devanagari and standard Romanization. The version is derived from an ITRANS 

transcription which has been published at several different locations on web. The version has 

some minor defects originating in the source file. In the indexing, first it provides link named 

~gveda Book-1, 2 3 etc. Then in the book cell it described the link hymnl,2,3 etc. After that, 

there is a data of the ~gveda in Unicode, Devanagari and roman !TRANS. It is a very helpful 

data for Sanskrit research scholars, but it does not provide the search base index. This site also 

provides some other major Sanskrit texts such as Mahiibhiirata, Upani~adas, Puraf}as etc. 

1.3.1.3 Index of various text of Sanskrit26
- The system developed by Sanskrit Center, JNU. It 

includes many indexing system for the various stream of Sanskrit. The online indexing available 

at the time for all Vedas, Sm!lhitopani~wd, Briihmaf}a, Brhadiiraf}yakopani~ad, Brahmasutra, 

Aparo~'iiinubhuti, Siif!lkhyakiirikii, epics like Riimiiyaf}a, Mahiibhiirata, Kalidasa's text 

Meghadiita. ~tu.<>af!lhtira, Nirukta, lexical indexing like Amarako§a, Medinfko§a, Mmikha Ko§a, 

Hah~vudha Ko§a, dictionaries like- Apte and Vedanta Glossary. It also provides indexing system 

for karma ka~1rja and yoga siUra. The system provides virtual keyboard on its screen board to 

make search easy and simple. 

There is many indexing system available on net at this time in both- static and dynamic form. 

Besides these systems, some site provides multimedia content of Sanskrit texts such as Sanskrit 

Centre, JNU developing multimedia content for Paiicatantra, Jiitaka and Hitopade§a under the 

direction of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, funded by DlT, Govt. oflndia. The center is also developing E

learning content of Sanskrit for kids. Other sites also provide Sanskrit dramas like 

Abhijiitina§iikuntalam, Svapnaviisavadattam, Mrcchakafikam etc. 

25 Accessed on 12.05.11 http://www.sacred-texts.com/hinlrvsanlindex.htm 
26 Accessed on 12.07.11 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.inlvedanta/index.jsp 
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1.3.2 Computational Lexicography-

It is a branch of computational linguistics which aims to create dictionaries with the help of 

computers. Computational lexicography has contributed to the understanding of the content and 

limitation of printed dictionaries for computational purposes. It is emerged as a specific separate 

discipline with the appearance of machine readable dictionaries starting with the creation of the 

machine readable tapes of the Merriam-Webster Seventh Collegiate Dictionary and Merriam

Webster New Pocket Dictionary in the 1960's by John Olney et al. at System Development 

Corporation. Today, computational lexicon is best known through the creation and applications 

ofWordNet. 27 

The work of computational lexicography quickly led to efforts in two additional directions. First, 

the collaborative activities between computational linguistics and led to an understanding of the 

role that corpora played in creating dictionaries. Most computational lexicologists moved on to 

build large corpora to gather the basic data that lexicographers used to create dictionaries. The 

advent of the mark-up languages led to the creation of tagged corpora that could be more easily 

analyzed to create computational linguistic system. Parts of Speech tagged corpora and 

semantically tagged corpora were created in order to test and develop POS taggers and word 

semantic disambiguation technology. 

The second direction was toward the creation of Lexical Knowledge Base (LKB's). It was a 

deemed to be what dictionary should be for computational linguistic purposes. WordNet can be 

considered to be such a development as can the newer efforts for describing syntactic and 

semantic information such as the FrameNet work of Fillmore. 

This subdivision focuses on some online lexical resources in both forms- static and dynamic. 

1.3.2.1 Online Multilingual Amarakosa28
- A multilingual Amarakosa developed by Sanskrit 

Studies at JNU under the direction of Dr. Girish Nath Jha, funded by UGC under UPEO 

program. It has a Java-JSP front-end and MS SQL 2005 server as backend. The system provides 

facility for online data entry/editing by language experts. The system contains of various 

languages such as Sanskrit, Hindi, Punjabi, Kannada, Bangia, Oriya, Maithili and English words. 

27 Accessed on 16.05.11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational lexicology 
28 Accessed on 16.05.11 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp 
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It also consists of scope for other major Indian languages. The data of various languages stored 

in Unicode form. It stores up to 50 synonyms with their category, gender, number information 

and detailed glosses. It displays search capability in the supported Indian languages. 

1.3.2.2 Cologne Digital Lexicon 29
- The lexicon contains searchable access of Monnier Williams 

Dictionary with selectable items for Capellar's Sanskrit dictionary, Tamil and Pahlavi 

dictionaries. The system provides both searches VIZ. static and dynamic with 

Sanskrit/Tamil!Pahlavi and English words. The data is available in two forms. The first form is 

that of scanned images of the works, which provides a convenient substitute to the physical 

books. The second form is digitization of the scanned images, which permits computer-aided 

analysis and display of the work. 

1.3.2.3 Online Monnier Williams Sanskrit-English Dictionary30
- The system is prepared by 

the Institute of Indology and Tamil Studies, Cologne University. The site contains a total of 

196,198 entries. The program includes advance search system that does partial word searches for 

Sanskrit headwords or English words in MW dictionary. It takes queries for Sanskrit words in 

!TRANS, HK, and SLP 1. It gives output in several schemes. 

1.3.2.4 Apte Sanskrit-English Dictionary31
- The online dictionary, built by the Institute of 

Indology and Tamil Studies, Cologne University depends on Vaman Shivaram Apte's English

Sanskrit dictionary. The output can be seen in Unicode Devanagari, Roman Unicode, HK, SLPI 

and !TRANS. 

1.3.2.4 A pte Sanskrit- English Dictionary at JNU32
- The online dictionary is also built by 

Sanskrit Center, JNU. It contains more than 1,00,000 words in it. It provides search in two 

forms- !TRANS and Unicode Devanagari. The system provides online virtual keyboard on it, 

which makes the search easy. 

1.3.2.5 Spoken Sanskrit Dictionary 33
- The system provides online Sanskrit-English and 

English-Sanskrit searchable dictionary. The system designed to focus on spoken Sanskrit, which 

29 Accessed on 16.05.11 http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/ 
30 Accessed on 16.05. II http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/mwguery/ 
11 Accessed on 16.05. II http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/aeguery/ 
32 Accessed on 16.05. II http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/student projects/lexicon.jsp 
33 Accessed on 16.05. II http://spokensanskrit.de/ 
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is alive as common languages. It takes input in various languages with Devanagri Unicode. It 

provides search in beginning ofwords and with the whole word. It gives output in lAST and HK 

transliteration. 

1.3.2.6 The Sanskrit Heritage Dictionary34
- The system provides the service of the Sanskrit 

heritage dictionary, a small hypertext encyclopedia of Indian culture, arranged according to 

Sanskrit entries. The site also gives access to automated lexical and grammatical resources for 

Sanskrit. This dictionary is still freely available as a 585 pages book under the PDF format. 

The lexical database is designed as a multilingual facility. But, in the present, it is limited to 

English for grammatical tools and general navigation help. It accepts input in Velthuis, WK, KH 

and SLP 1 transliteration. The site provides two index engines. The first and main index requires 

exactly transliterates input, possibly an initial prefix of an existing entry, possibly some inflected 

form of a declined noun or a conjugated verb. Second index 'Sanskrit made easy' requires a 

Romanized input for full word, without diacritics and aspiration marks for easy access. 

1.3.2.7 Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance 35
- The system provides database query of Vedic 

concordance. This is an electronic version of Bloomfield's Vedic concordance prepared by 

Maero Franceschini, under the supervision of Professor Allessandro Passi at the University of 

Bologna. 

Besides these, there are many lexical texts and indices with dramas etc. of Sanskrit accessible 

online. 

1.4 Period of Susruta-

Susruta is known as the father of plastic surgery. Susruta is stated to be the son of sage Visamitra 

in the the Su§rutasaf!Ihitii. Mbh also certifies that he was the son of the sage Visamitra36.The 

exact identity of this Visvamitra is not known clearly. Susruta was sent to study iiyurveda with 

special emphasis on §afya (surgery) under Divodasa KMf Raja Dhanvantari of the Upani~·adic 

:
14 Accessed on 16.05.11 http://sanskrit.inria.fr/DICO/ 
·
15 Accessed on 16.05.11 http://www.indo-european.n1/ 
36 Mbh. Anusasan Parva, Chapter-4 
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age. Since the text contains a reference to Kr~na the identity and chronology of his father 

Visvamitra becomes confused. 37 

Though there is general agreement about the great antiquity of Susruta, there is considerable 

controversy about his exact age. 

Lietard and Max Neuburger were of the opinion that Susruta must have lived as late as the 1st 

century A.D. to 1Oth century A.D. The discovery of the Bower manuscript which contains 

reference to Susruta and which has been ascribed to the 4th century A.D. led Macdonell to place 

Susruta not later than the 4th century A.D. But Hessler and Mukhopadhyaya believed that 

Susruta should have lived at about 1000 B.C. 

Nagarjuna's Upayahrdaya refers to Susruta and this takes him definitely to a period before 

Nagarujna who is believed to have lived about 2000 years ago. Further, Susruta has been 

mentioned both in Mahabhiitlya of Patafijali and in the Viirttika of Katyayana. It seems that the 

descendants ofSusruta were earlier than Pal)ini, the great grammarian. Although the grammatical 

works do not mention Susruta to be the promulgator of .falyatantra, all the grammarians quote 

him as the famous teacher and originator of a specialized branch of learning, and the followers 

were known after him as Sausrutas. No other teacher in the name of Susruta is known except the 

medical writer who was the propagator of salyatantra. Hence, Susruta is believed to be older 

than Pal)ini, though there are others who push his antiquity back to 3000BC, which does not 

seem tenable. Hoernle places Susruta at about 600 B.C. as Susruta counts only 300 bones in the 

body and on this ground, Hoernle believes him to be posterior to Atreya and Yajfiavalkya and 

thus takes him to 600 B.C. 

After all opinion, the time of Susruta may be fixed around 6th century BC. Susruta and his 

fellow-students started their education under Divodasa Dhanvantari. Divodasa explains to them 

briefly the nature of the puru~w (person) who is afflicted with disease and who is to be treated, 

the nature of disease which causes pain and its eradication, the types of food, the dravyas and the 

time-factor. He also asks his students to consult as many other disciplines as necessary in order 

to attain sound knowledge in one's own subject. Amongst the illustrious students of Divodasa 

37 SS by G.D. Singhal- introduction, pg.06 
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were Aupadhenava, Aurabhra, Susruta and Pau~kalavata who wrote treatises on 

salyatantra (surgery) which became the sources ofthe later works on this subject. 

1.5 Susruta Satphita-

Susruta is the author of the Su.l:ruta SmJ1hiti1, the work known after his name, and one ofthe most 

brilliant gems in Indian medical literature. Thus he is recognized as the father of Indian surgery. 

There are references to accidental loss of leg of Vispala and she was immediately given an iron 

leg-prosthesis to walk with. The origin of the surgery can be traced back to the earliest times, 

probably back to the Indus Civilization as some of the artifacts seem to suggest. 

The ~gveda mentions many a surgical feat of the celestial twin medical experts, the Asvins. 

Amongst the eight divisions of medical knowledge (ayurveda), surgery was considered the first 

and the most important branch. 

It seems that the ancient thoughts on medicine and surgery were confined to texts called Kalpas, 

small monographs. Early Indian medical literature was full of such monographs or handbooks. 

Agnivesa gave shape to such knowledge by gathering, pruning, enlarging and emphasizing 

important aspects into text-books of medicine as early as 1200 B.C. The ancient Indian medical 

practitioners were divided into two classes: the salya-cikitsakas (surgeons) and the Kaya

cikitsakas (physicians). Surgery had not yet been incorporated into the encyclopedic tradition as 

represented by the Agnive§atantra. It was through the efforts of Susruta that surgery achieved a 

leading position in general medical training. 

The composition of Susruta, known as the Susruta smJ1hita after his name, is the translation of 

what he learnt at the feet of his preceptor Divodasa Dhanvantari. We have seen that along with 

Susruta, Aupadhenava, Vaitaral).a and others too had their instruction from Divodasa and each in 

his turn prepared a treatise on .l:alyatantra. The present Saf!1hiti1 itself reveals that there existed 

many such works on surgery and the one belonging to Aupadhenava, Aurabhra, Pau~kalavata 

and Susruta were the source books for the rest of the treatises. Amongst these compositions, only 

the Su.l:ruta SmJlhita is extant, and apart from the redactions by Nagarjuna and the commentators, 

it has remained the only treatise for two of the eight branches of ayurveda, namely salya and 

.l:alakya. 
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After attaining such great heights in the remote past, surgery was subsequently neglected; 

abandonment of dead body dissection and relegation of the manual work to inferior artisans 

gradually deprived those who studied the work of Susruta of practical knowledge. Thus while 

internal medicine advanced with time, surgery declined and was finally reduced to mere theory, 

except for some traditional families practicing it. 

The Su§ruta Saytihitti is in two parts, the purva-tantra in five sections and the uttara-tantra in 

only one section. Those two parts together encompass, apart from §alya and §alakya, the other 

specialties also like medicine, pediatrics, geriatrics, diseases of the ear, nose, throat and eye, 

toxicology, aphrodisiacs and psychiatry. Thus the whole Sarrthita, devoted as it is to the science 

of surgery, does not fail to include the salient portions of other disciplines too. In fact, Susruta 

emphasizes in his text that unless one possesses enough knowledge of relevant sister branches of 

learning, one cannot attain proficiency in one's own subject of study. The Saf!lhita is thus an 

encyclopaedia of medical learning with special emphasis on §alya and stilakya. Five sections of 

Sarphita is given below-

I. Siitra-sthclna, 

2. Nidcina-sthana, 

3. Siirlra-stha na, 

4. Kalpa-sthlina, and 

5. Cikitsli-sthclna 

These are the five sections of the purvatantra containing one hundred and twenty chapters. 

Incidentally, the Agnh·datantra known better as the Caraka SmJ1hitii and the A~'ifliligahrdaya of 

Vagbha!a also contain one hundred and twenty chapters in all. The Nidiina-sth[ma gives the 

student the knowledge of aetiology, signs and symptoms of important surgical diseases and those 

ailments, which have a bearing on surgery. The rudiments of embryology and anatomy of human 

body along with instructions for venesection (cutting of veins), the positioning of the patient for 

each vein, and protection of vital structures (marma) are dealt with in the sarira sthana. This also 

includes the essentials of obstetrics. Principles of management of surgical conditions including 

obstetrical emergencies are contained in the cikitsa sthana, which also includes a few chapters on 

geriatrics and aphrodisiacs. The kalpa sthiina is mainly vi~a-tantra, dealing with the nature of 
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poisons and their management. Thus the purva-tantra embraces four branches of ayurveda 

The Uttara-tantra, contains the remaining four specialties, namely, salakya, kaumarabhrtJa, 

kiiyacikitsa and bhutavidya. The entire uttara-tantra has been called aupadravika since many )f 

the complications of surgical procedures like fever, dysentery, cough, hiccough, krmi-rog-:z, 

pa~uju rog. kamala, etc., are briefly described here. The salakya-tantra portion of the uttarC!

tantra contains various diseases of the eye, the ear, the nose and the head. Thus the 

whole Sary1hitii is one comprehensive treatise on the entire medical discipline. 

It is generally agreed that this Sa1Jzhitci in the present shape is the outcome of the efforts of no: 

one person but of several. Susruta, the son of Visvamitra and student of Divodasa Dhanvantari, 

the king of Kasf, should have been the first author of this Saqzhita as a whole or of the portion 

short of uttara-tantra. A certain Vrddha Susruta or Susruta the elder is also mentioned by some 

commentators of this Sa1J1hitli. QalhaJ!a says that the Pratism?1Skartil or redactor of this Susruta

Sm?Ihita was Nagarjuna. Who this Nagarujuna was, is not clear. There had been many 

Nagarjunas in the past. 

On the whole, the entire SaTJihitii is a complete work on medicine with special attention to salya 

and .{altikya tantras. The succinct and sombre style and the overall superiority of the Susruta 

Sm.nhitli led to the extinction of other treatises which preceded this compilation or were 

contemporary. As a text-book, it is unrivalled in respect of composite teaching of the subject of 

surgery with reference to all allied branches of medical learning required by a surgeon. It is a 

forerunner ofVagbha!a's A:'ifc11iga-smrgraha. 

Susruta ordains that anyone who wants to attain surgical skill should study anatomy by practical 

observation of the various structures composing the body. The study of anatomy is dealt with in 

the sarfra sthtina of the Su.\:ruta Sm?zhitil. He proposed first to deal with embryology and then 

anatomy of human body which is an extension of the embryo. He further deals with obstetrics 

and embryology together. After this, the Smtzhitil describes the sequential development of the 

structures of the foetus. For this study of anatomy, Susruta advocates dissection of dead body. 

Perhaps we could evaluate the status of surgery during any period by the type of instruments in 

vogue during that period. Susruta gives a list of blunt and sharp instruments and adds that a 
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surgeon, by his own expenence and intelligence, may invent and add new instruments tc 

facilitate the surgical procedures. He points out that the hand is the most important and the best 

instrument but for which the operation of other instruments ceases. The blunt instruments a·e 

meant for removal of foreign bodies, for sucking the fluids, for facilitating the various surgical 

procedures and for visualizing the lesions. The double-armed axile instruments, which have twJ 

moving limbs to hold and pull any object, are called svastika-yantras and they resemble the 

various types of forceps. Susruta's classification and description became the basis for tht 

development of instruments. In fact he can be said to have been the first person to introduce the 

diagnostic instruments and their principles, which were modified later with the introduction of 

optical system in their construction. Fourteen types of bandaging capable of covering almost all 

the regions of the body are described for the practice of the student on dummies. Some important 

procedures, which preceded actual surgery, as cauterization by /qiiras (alkaline substances) 

or agni and application of leeches were being practiced extensively. Thermal cauterization for 

therapeutic purposes has been advocated by heating various substances and applying them at the 

desired sites. This type of practice seems to be quite old and is used in the Himalayan Medicine 

system also and is known as Tau-Dam. Susruta has covered the accidental burns in its four 

degrees, the effect of heat-stroke, sun-stroke and frost-bite due to excessive cold and also the 

effect of lightning which he calls vic~yuta-dagdha. This classification underlines his view that all 

thermogenic traumas, whether due to extreme cold or heat, either wet or dry, chemical or inert 

fluid, produces damage almost similar and hence has to be managed as one entity. The great 

value of Susruta's classification could be realized from the fact that this concept gained validity 

in modern surgery only recently after 1950 and is now unifonnly accepted in the classification 

and management ofthese injuries. 

Susruta has pointed out that hemorrhage can be arrested by apposition of the cut edges with 

stitches, application of styptic decoctions, by cauterization with chemicals or heat. That the 

progress of surgery and its development is closely associated with the great wars of the past is 

well known. The vral}a or injury, says Susruta, involves breakdown of body-components and 

may have one or more of the following seats for occurrence, viz., skin, flesh, blood-vessels, 

sinews, bones, joints, internal organs of chest and abdomen and vital structures. 

Classically vral}a, the wound, is the ultimate explosion of the underlying pathological structure. 
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It 1s, m Susruta's words, the sixth stage of a continuous process, which sta-ts 

with .(otha (inflammation). Susruta says that in the first stage, the ulcer is unclean and hen;e 

called a du~s'.fa-vra~w. By proper management it becomes a clean wound, a suddha-vratza. Then 

there is an attempt at healing and is called ruhyamiina-vral}a and when the ulcer is complete;y 

healed, it is a rudhdha-vra~w. Susruta has advocated the use of wine as an anesthesia. Althouf¢1 

the usc of henbane (Cannabis indica) and of Sammohinf and Saiijfvanf are reported at a later 

period, Susruta was the pioneer of anesthesia. 

Susruta describes eight types of surgical procedures. Excision (chedana) is a procedure whereby 

a part or whole of the limb is cut off from the parent. Incision (bhedana) is made to achieve 

effective drainage or exposure ofunderlying structures to let the content out. Scraping (lekhana) 

or scooping is carried out to remove a growth or flesh of an ulcer, tartar of teeth, etc. the veins, 

hydrocele and ascitic fluid in the abdomen are drained by puncturing with special instrument 

( vedhana). The sinuses and cavities with foreign bodies are probed ( e:Wl}a) for establishing their 

size, site, number, shape, position, situation etc. Sriival}a (blood-letting) is to be carried out in 

skin diseases, localized swelling, etc. in case of accidental injuries and in intentional incisions, 

the lips of the wound are apposed and united by stitching (sfvana). 

To obtain proficiency and acquiring skill and speed in these different types of surgical 

manipulations, Susruta had devised various experimental modules for trying each procedure. For 

example, incision and excision are to be practiced on vegetables and leather bags filled with mud 

of different densities, scraping on hairy skin of animals, puncturing on the vein of dead animals 

and lotus stalks, probing on moth-eaten wood or bamboo, scarification on wooden planks 

smeared with beeswax, etc. On the subject of trauma, Susruta speaks of six varieties of 

accidental injuries encompassing almost all parts of the body. 

Susruta also gives classification of the bones and their reaction to mJunes. Varieties of 

dislocation of joints (sandhimukta) and fractures of the shaft (kii!zfla-bhagna) are given 

systematically. He classifies and gives the details of the six types of dislocations and twelve 

varieties of fractures. He gives the principles of fracture treatment, viz., traction, manipulation, 

appositions and stabilization. Susruta has described the entire orthopaedic surgery, including 

some measures of rehabilitation, in his work. 
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As war was a major cause of injury, the name salya-tantra for this branch of medical learnint; is 

derived from salya, the arrow of the enemy, which in fights used to be lodged in the body of ~he 

soldiers. He emphasizes that removal of foreign bodies is fraught with certain complications i:-~ 

the seat of the salya be a marma. 

Susruta also discusses certain surgical conditions of ano-rectal region; he has given all the 

methods of management of both haemorrhoids and fistulae. Different types of incision to remO\.e 

the fistulous tract as lcltigalaka, ardhaliitigalaka, sarvabhadra, candradha ( curvec) 

and kharjurapatraka (serrated) are described for adoption according to the type of fistula. 

Susruta was well aware of the urinary stones, their varieties; the anatomy of urinary bladder 

along with its relations is well recorded in the chapter on urinary stones. Varieties of stones, their 

signs and symptoms, the method of extraction and operative complication are given in detail. 

Apart from the above, surgery of intestinal obstruction ( baddha-gudodara), perforated intestines 

(chidrodara), accidental injuries to abdomen (assaya-bhinna) in which protrusion of omentum 

occurs are also described along with their management. 

1.6 Existing research in this area-

There are many indexing system built by various scholars in Sanskrit. The history of textual 

indexing in India is very rich and vast. Saunaka made a Vedic index named Sarvanukramm;i. For 

Sanskrit informatics, it is necessary to make available online. Some ofthe existing researches in 

the area of indexing are listed here. 

I 

1. Online Indexing of Adiparva ofMah abharata by Diwakar Manias his M.Phil. 

dissertation in S~nskrit centre, JNU is available at 

http:/ I sanskrit.jnu.ac. in/mblindex. jsp 

2. A less interactive work of word indexing of Mahabharata IS available at 

http://www .sub. uni-

goettingen.de/ ebene I /fiindo lo/ gretiV 1 sanskr/2 epic/mbhlsas/mahabharata.htm 

3. A digital form of SS translated in English by Kaviraj Kunjalal Bhishagratna 1s 

available on http://chestofbooks.com/healthlindia/Sushruta-Samhita 
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4. A digital form of SS is available in Sanskrit in PDF form at Maharshi University of 

Management on http://is l.mum.edu/vedicreserve/sushrut sarnhita.htm 

5. Some related articles SS IS available on 

http://www .experiencefesti val. com/ sushruta samhita 

6. Girish Nath Jha, SCSS, JNU has created 'Online Multilingual Amarakosa usmg 

RDBMS techniques. This is available at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp 

7. A work on Ayurveda by Usha Rani, M.R. titled as dissertation Concept and 

management ofprameha (diabetes) according to Ayurveda. 
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Chapter- 2 

Susruta Sa:rp.hita: Organization and Content 

2.1 Introduction-

This chapter focuses on a brief survey of ayurvedic tradition in India. The chapter discusses the 

divisions inside the Su.fruta Sa~_nhitii. It focuses on some important information given in the SS. 

It also describes some diseases given in the text and their treatment. Chapter also introduces 

what instruments were used for the surgical process in medical field by Susruta, whether they 

were made ofwoods, irons or stones. 

2.2 Ayurvedic Tradition-

Ayurveda, the science of life, prevention and longevity is the oldest and most holistic medical 

system available on the planet today. It has been existing from over 5,000 years ago in India 

and was said to be a universal medicine dealing with both body and the spirit. Before the 

advent of writing, the ancient wisdom of this healing system was a part of the spiritual tradition 

of the Santitana Dharma (Universal Religion), or Vedic Religion. Veda Vyasa, the famous 

sage, Saktavesa avatar of Lord Vi~l)u, put into writing the complete knowledge of iiyurveda, 

along with the more directly spiritual insights of self realization into a body of scriptural 

literature called the Vedas and the Vedic literature. 

There were originally four main texts of spirituality, which included among other topics, 

health, astrology, spiritual, business, government, army, poetry and spiritual living and 

behavior. These books are known as the four Vedas; f.k. Sarna, Yajur and Atharva. The f.k 

Veda, a compilation of verse on the nature of existence, is the oldest surviving book of any 

Indo-European language (4500 B.C.). The ~k Veda refers to the cosmology known as Siif!lkhya 

which lies at the base of both iiyurveda and yoga, contains verses on the nature of health and 

disease, pathogenesis and principles of treatment. In the ~k Veda are found discussions of the 

three do:ws- vayu. pitta and kapha, and the use of herbs to heal the diseases of the mind and 
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body and to foster longevity. The Atharva Veda lists the eight divisions of ayurveda- Int~mal 

Medicine, Surgery of Head and Neck, Ophthalmology and Otorhinolaryngology, Sure,ery, 

Toxicology, Psychiatry, Pediatrics, Gerontology or Science of Rejuvenation, and the Scirnce 

of Fertility. The Vedic Sages took the passages from the Vedic Scriptures relating to ayurv?da 

and compiled separate books dealing only with ayurveda. One of these books, called the 

Atreya Satphita is the oldest medical book in the world. The Vedic Briihma~zas were not oilly 

priests performing religious rites and ceremonies; they also became Vaidyas (physicians a1d 

surgeons of ayurveda). The sage-physician-surgeons of the time were the same sages or seers, 

deeply devoted holy people, who saw health as an integral part of spiritual life. It is said th.1t 

they received their training of iiyurveda through direct cognition during meditation. In other 

words, the knowledge of the use of various methods of healing, prevention, longevity and 

surgery came through Divine revelation, there was no guessing or testing and harming the 

animals. These revelations were transcribed from the oral tradition into book form, interspersec 

with the other aspects of life and spirituality. What is fascinating is ayurveda's use of herbs, 

foods, aromas, gems, colors, yoga, mantras, lifestyle and surgery. Consequently iiyurveda 

grew into a respected and widely used system ofhealing in India. Around 1500 B.C., iiyurveda 

was delineated into eight specific branches of medicine. There were two main schools of 

ayurveda at that time, Atreya- the school of physicians, and Dhanvantari- the school of 

surgeons. These two schools made ayurveda a more scientifically verifiable and classifiable 

medical system. 1 

The history of ayurveda can be defined into three time period-

2.2.1 Saf!lhita Kala (8th BC to 6th AD) 2 
- The time calls Samhitii kiila as many of 

ayurvedic sayt1hitcis were compiled in this time period. This is the time of basic and original 

creation of the ayurvedic texts. In this period, various scholars composed authentic, important 

and famous texts in ayurvedic perspective. The three main scholars of iiyurveda were living in 

this time period- Caraka, Susruta and Vagbhata3
. 

1 History of Ayurveda, accessed on 25.06.11 at http://www.floridavediccollege.edu/ayurveda/history.htm 
2 Sanskrit sastro ka itihasa of Baldev Upadhyaya- first paiccheda, pg. 08 
.1 i. bid- pg 08 
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2.2.2 Vyakhya Kala (ih AD to 14th AD) - The period calls vyakhya kala as the main 

commentaries were composed in this time period. Various scholars compiled commentaries on 

the ayurvedic key texts such as Caraka SmJ1hitii, Susruta SmJzhita, A~·ratiga Hrdaya etc. The 

main commentators of this period are Bhagara Hariscandra, Jejjara, Cakrapal)i, I)alhaQa etc.4 

2.2.3 Vivrti kala (14th AD to Modern time) - This is the time period for creation of 

various ayurvedic texts on a specific topic. Such as, Madhavkar composed Madhva Nidiina on 

the basis of nidana section, Jvaradarpar;a compiled on the basis of fever related diseases5
. 

People from numerous countries came to Indian ayurvedic schools to learn about this universal 

healing system and the religious scriptures it sprang from. Learned men from China, Tibet, the 

Greece, Rome, Egypt, Afghanistan, Persia, and more traveled to learn the complete wisdom 

and bring it back to their own countries. Ayurvedic texts were translated in Arabic and under 

physicians such as A vicenna and Razi Sempion, both of whom quoted Indian ayurvedic texts, 

established Islamic medicine. This style became popular in Europe, and helped to form the 

foundation of the European tradition in medicine. 

4 i.bid- pg 08 
5 i.hid. pg 08 
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[Figure 2.1: Spread of Ayurveda6
] 

In 16th Century Europe, Paracelsus, who is known as the father of modern Western medicine, 

practiced and propagated a system of medicine which borrowed heavily from iiyurveda.7 

There are two main re-organizers of iiyurveda whose works are still existing intact today -

Caraka and Susruta. The third major treatise is called the A~!iiliga Hrdaya, which is a concise 

version of the works of Caraka and Susruta. Thus the three main ayurvedic texts that are still 

used today are the Cm-aka SmJ~hitii (compilation of the oldest book Atreya Sa1J1.hitii), Susruta 

Sm?~hitii and the A~!ii1iga Hrdaya Sm.nhitii. These books are believed to be over 1 ,200 years 

old. It is because these texts still contain the original and complete knowledge of this ayurvedic 

world medicine, that ayurveda is known today as the only complete medical system still in 

existence. Other forms of medicine from various cultures, although parallel are missing parts of 

the original information. 

6 Curtsey- Bharath Gyan- Spread ofayurveda at http ://www.bharathgyan.com/spread.htm 
7 Accesed on 28.06.11 http://www.floridavediccollege.edu/ayuryedalhistory.htrn 
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According to SS, Lord Brahma discoursed upon iiyurveda first; from him Prajapati learnt it and 

Asvins from the latter. Lord Indra learnt it from Asvins and Dhanvantari from Indra. Thus the 

chain of succession of teachers and the pupils in ayurvedic tradition is given below8
-

Brahma 

1 
Prajapati 

l 
Asvins 

l 
Indra 

l 
Dhanvantari 

1 
S usruta and others 

[Figure 2.2: Tradition ofayurveda] 

2.3 Susruta SaqthWi : organization 

SS has evolved through multiple transformation and redactions by many scholars time to time 

over many years. Divodasa Dhanvantari, a king of Kasi is claimed to be the founder of this 

tradition. It is believed that Dhanvantari was an incarnation of Lord Vi~I)U in the family of 

kasiraja few generations before Divodasa. Divodasa Dhanvantari established a school of 

surgical trainees, learned surgery in Guru- si:"Ya tradition. Among these all trainees, Susruta 

was the most prominent and seems to monitor the teacher-taught dialogue and deliberation 

which were later documented as Susruta SmJ1hitii. According to :Qalhal)a, prime commentator 

of SS, "the original text documented by Susruta after direct dialogue with his preceptor, is lost 

s Susruta Sa111hita- 1.1.21 
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and what we see as SS today is the redacted text by one Nagarjuna". However, the identity of 

this Nagarjuna is not clear. 9 

SS, as available today, is a comprehensive encyclopedic text, hut is obviously a specialization 

treatise on surgery and anatomy of pre- Christian era. As started earlier, it is claimed to be a 

redaction attributed to one Nagarjuna, after the original Susruta tantra, which seems to have 

been permanently lost. However, as suggested by MS Valiathan (2007), the redactor Nagarjuna 

does not seem to be the famous alchemist of medical period because some verses from SS have 

been quoted by Vagbha~a in A~'>!iiliga Hrdaya almost two hundred years before the alchemist 

Nagarjuna. 10 

The redactor Nagarjuna also does not fit in with the features of the Nagarjuna, who was 

reputed Buddhist philosopher who pioneered the Miidhyamika or sunyaviida school. According 

to Acharya Priyavrat Sharma, the redactor Nagarjuna, who redacted the text of SS, was the one 

of the Gupta period and who lived after Dr9hahala and revised Caraka Sm.nhitii (CS). It was 

this Nagarjuna who added Uttaratantra to make text complete dealing with all eight branches 

of iiyurveda. 

It is difficult to fix the dates of these authors except their sequence. Acharya Priyavrat Sharma 

suggests following dates, while Dr. M.S. Valithan suggests different dates-

Authorities Aproximate Dates 

As per PVS As per MSV 

Divodasa Dhanvantari 1200- 1 000 BC 1000 BC 

Susruta 211
d century BC 1st century BC 

Nagarjuna 5th century AD 1oth century AD 
.. 

[Table No. 2.1: Ttme ofvanous authonttes] 

9 Susruta Sarphita, Introduction, pg. o9- profG.D. Singhal 
10 i.bid, pg. o9- profG.D. Singhal 
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But, as we have earlier seen the several evidence and other sources, the date of Susruta may be 

fixed around 61
h century BC. 

2.4 Content of SS 

The sages, who were learn ayurveda by Lord Indra, divide it into eight parts to make it easy 

and simple. The eight branches of ayurveda are-

1. Salya Surgery 
2. Salakya Opthalmology and otorhinolaryngology 

3. Kaya Medicine 

4. Kaumarabhrtya Pediatrics 

5. Va jikararya Science of fertility and virility 

6. Rasayana Geriatrics 

7. A gada Toxicology 

8. Bhiltavidya Psychiatry/ Demonology 

Although sages have composed the text upon all the ayurvedic branches, but today only two 

schools remain-

1. Atreya school 

2. Dhanvantari school 

The development of these schools are given below in the table-

Susruta Saiphita 

Dhanvantari -7 Vrddhasusruta -7 Susruta-7 Nagarjuna 

Caraka Saiphita 

Atreya Punarvasu-7 Agnivesa -7 Caraka -7 Dr<,ihabala 
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In the field of medical science, both sa1!7-hitas are used on a high level, but SS gain more 

importance over CS. 11 Surgery is regarded as the best of all parts of tiyurveda, because it gives 

quick results by 

1. Use ofblunt as well as sharp instruments 

2. Caustics and cauteries, and 

3. As its help is sought in all other sections of ayurveda 12 

SS is a very special creation of surgery. The text gives focus not only to surgical procedures, 

but it also gives valuable information beyond surgery like medicine, demonology etc. It also 

discusses moral values oflife. 

The whole text is primarily divided into two tantras-

1. Purva Tantra, and 

2. Uttara Tantra 

The text is further divided into sthtinas and adhytiyas. It consists of five sthtinas in first tantra 

and one in uttara tantra. Thus SS contains six sthtinas and all sthtinas consist of many 

chapters. First tantra contains 120 chapters and others 66 chapters. Thus the whole text is 

divided into 186 chapters. The name of sthtinas and the number of chapters given below in the 

table-

Tantra Sthana/ Sections Chapters Sfitra 
Piirva Tantra 1. Sutra Sthana !'46 chapters 2104 Siltras 

2. Nidana Sthana 16"" 528 , , 

3. Sarira Sthana 10"" 440,, 

4. Cikitsa Sthana 40,, 2024, ,, 

i 5. Kalpa Sthana 08 " " _;· 561 •• , 

Uttara Tantra 6. Uttara Sthana 66 , " 2650 "" 
Total chapters and sutras 186 Chapters 8307,, 

[Table No. 2.2: Structure of SS] 

11 Anayorapi a,l'fCITigapratiplidakatvena. vi.fadarthatvena ca Carakatantrtipek,mya Su.l'rutatatntrameva viJe,wta 
~fayuktam bhi,wjamityatra nclsti sandeha(l- Introduction, SS, Pg. 09 

SS- 1.1.18 
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Thus, SS consists of two tantras, six sthanas, 186 chapters and 8307 sutras. It seems that 

uttarasthana was not in the original scheme indicating that perhaps it was added later which 

consists of 66 chapters dealing with sa/akya, kaumarabhrtya, kiiyacikitsa (including rasayana 

and vajfkara~w) and bhutavidya. 13 

Kalpa sthana deals with agada tantra and salya is spread all over treatise. Thus includes all the 

eight branches of ayurveda with predominance of salya. 14 

SS is a very large text consisting of many ideas about surgery and others. Here sthtina wise 

information about SS is given. The text contains six sthc""inas. The information about sthtinas is 

given below-

2.4.1 Siitra Sthana- Sutra sthl'ina is the first sthclna or section ofSS and of purva tantra. The 

sthana consists of 46 chapters which give different ideas about instruments, surgical 

procedures and symptoms. First it gives the origin of ayurveda and their order by time with the 

information about all eight branches of clyurveda. The section defines ayurveda as the science 

which deals with the knowledge of the life or how longevity can be achieved through it. 15 It 

discusses types of diseases with their definition. It classifieds the treatise in the 6 cantos and 

enumerated all the 186 chapters in them. Emphasis has been laid for the surgeon to learn both 

theoretical knowledge and practical experience. 

The section focuses on the factors of time and seasons in relation to ayurveda. It describes 

aspects of 101 blunt instrument with 20 sharp instruments used in ayurveda. It informs about 

all aspects of fire- cautery treatment with classification. Formation, circulation and functions of 

blood are discussed. The method of piercing children's ear lobule for ornamental purposes, of 

the fifteen methods of plastic repair of the split ear lobule and with certain other specialized 

procedures like raising a cheek flap for this are discussed. 16 

13 Tacca sa1J1Vi.l'amadhyc7ya.<atam paiicasu sthiinesu. Tatra siitranidilna.filrfracikitsitakalpe,l·varthava.l'at 
saiJlvihhajyottare tantre .l'e,l'(/narthan wlk,1yama(1- SS- 1.1.67 
14 i.bid- 1.1.6-7 
15 Ayurasmin vidyate, anena vel 'vurvidanti ityayurvedah- i.bid 1.1.5 
16 i.bid- 1. 16 . ~ . . 
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[Figure 2.3 List of various instrument used by Susruta17
] 

It also gives information about six types of inflammations; if properly treated all information 

would lead to suppuration. Three types of abscesses- unripe, ripening and ripe, and their 

17 Curtsey- Internet Scientific Publications, Susruta- The first plastic surgeon in 600 B.C. 
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pathogenesis, complications and principles of management have been described. It discusses 

14 methods of bandaging with all aspects of bandages in general. It gives information about 

diets of various types ofpatients. 18 

The section deals with physiological and the pathological concepts of the do!jas- the wlta, 

kapha. pitta and §o~zita; in the human body and their significance in relation to wound. It gives 

information about eight types of the surgical procedures with a detailed discussion of suturing 

and a broad outline of the complications from surgery. It discusses types, clinical features, 

diagnosis and prognosis of the foreign bodies lodged in the body. It defines fifteen methods of 

removal of the two (loose and fired) types of foreign bodies. The section gives information 

about recognition, importance and avoidance of bad omens and fatal signs in a wound. The 

associated complications of the eight serious diseases and certain other conditions, which in the 

absence of the rasc1yana treatment and thus become untreatable, have been discussed. 19 

Prognostic factors such as the life expectancy, age, general health, season etc. which have to be 

considered before commencing the treatment. The information about drugs, herbs, wounds and 

their treatment are also discussed in the section. Supremacy of the dravya (drugs), their rasa 

(taste), gw;a (properties), vfrya (potencies) and the viptika are also given in detail. 

The section deals with the medicinal aspects often liquid substances viz. water, milk, yoghurt, 

butter-milk, ghrta, oil, honey, sugarcane juice, wine and urine. It classifieds the all aspects of 

dietetics including the classifications, properties and indications of all types of foods, 

vegetables, meats and drinks etc. with the cause, type and the management of indigestion. 20 

2.4.2 Nidana Sthana- Nidana sth(/na is the second sthana or section of SS and of the purva 

tantra. This section of the text contains 16 chapters in it. This chapter is based on diagnostic 

consideration. First it deals with the locations and functions of the five types of vtitas in the 

body in health and the clinical features of the diseases produced by their variation alone or in 

association with other dm;as. It introduces about aetiology, anatomical consideration, 

pathogenesis and prognosis of anal piles. Anatomical and physiological consideration of 

urinary bladder, the aetiology, pathogenesis, premonitory symptoms, clinical features and 

IR i.bid- 1.1 R- 20 
10 i.bid- I. 30-33 
20 i.bid- 1.46 
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complications of the four types of vesical calculi and of seminal concretions and urinary gravel 

also have been discussed. 21 

Clinical features and prognosis of ten types of associated biles with twenty unnary 

abnormalities have been given. Prognosis of eight types of abdominal enlargements including 

intestinal obstruction, perforation, splenomegaly and ascites with various forms of foetal 

malpresentations and mentions caesarian section to save the child have been discussed. It gives 

information about external abscesses of six types, internal abscesses including puerperal sepsis 

and acute osteomyelitics, differentiating features of a gaseous abdominal swelling and an intra

abdominal abscess. It deals with prognosis of various types of cellulitis and sinuses as well as 

those of some breast diseases. 22 

The section gives information about the aetiology, clinical, features and prognosis of various 

types of glandular swelling, lymphadenitis, tumors and goiters along with the various types of 

scrotal and inguina- scrotal swellings, venereal and allied diseases and elephantiasis. It 

discusses forty- four miscellaneous diseases mostly of skin and its appendages, lymph nodes 

and external urogenital organs. The sthana focuses on features of the infective and traumatic 

lesions of penis caused by the local applications of water-moss to elongate it.23 

The section discusses features of fractures and dislocations. It deals with clinical features of the 

diseases of the oral cavity including those oflips, gums. Teeth, tongue, palate and throat. 24 

2.4.3 Sarira Sthana- This is the third sthclna or section of SS. This section contains 10 

chapters in it. The text gives information about whatever is happening inside the human body 

with their external cause. Indian philosophical viewpoint regarding the origin of Universe in 

general and living beings in particular has dealt with in this along with its applied aspects to 

ayurveda. It deals with the normal and abnormal features of seminal discharge and menstrual 

flow, treatment of their disorders, regimen for begetting a male or female child, impotents and 

certain aspects of foetal abnormalities. It gives information about conceptions, month wise 

development of the foetus, sex differentiation, antenatal care, pregnancy longings and related 

21 Ibid- 2.01-05 
22 i.bid- 2.6-10 
23 i.bid- 2.11- 14 
24 i.bid- 2.15-16 
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aspects. It focuses on formation ofthe seven layers ofthe skin, seven internal supporting layers 

and of all the hollow and solid viscera. It also describes the physio-pathological aspects of 

sleep and various classifications of the constitutions ofhuman beings. 25 

The section deals with the steps of a foetal development, enumeration of the anatomical parts 

of the body and their subdivisions of muscles, joints, bones etc., and with the importance and 

method of dissecting a cadaver. It describes 107 vulnerable areas (marmans), their 

classifications, enumeration, description, importance and effects of injury. It focuses on 

distribution and classifications of body veins, the principal do~w- carrying veins and on the 

veins which have been contraindicated for venepuncture.26 

The sthclna also deals with venepunture, its indications, contraindications, techniques, pre and 

post- operative care, good and bad bleedings and with all other aspects ofvenepunture. It gives 

information about anatomical and physiological considerations of the dhamanfs and srotasas 

and their differentiation from the .~ircls. It also introduces all aspects- ante-natal, natal and post 

natal care of the mother with the care of new born baby. 27 

2.4.4 Cikitsa Sthana- This is the fourth section of SS and of purva tantra. The section 

contains 40 chapters in it. The section starts with the aetiology and clinical features etc. of 

wounds and ulcerative lesions and their management by sixty therapeutic procedures with the 

management of the traumatic wounds. It also deals with the general and the local management 

of the skeletal and the joints injuries. The sthclna discusses the eliminative therapies and other 

measures for the treatment of vcltika diseases, either generalized or localized, due to vitiated 

vclta alone or in association with the other do~as. It also deals with all aspect of the 

management of the serious vcltika diseases, such as viita- rakta (gout), apatclnaka 

(convulsions), hemiplegia, wry neck, epileptic fits, facial paralysis, earache, tuna (bladder 

pain), pratitunf (proctalgia), prostatic enlargements and a9-hyavtita. The drug, guggulu, has 

been described as a specific fat reducing agent.28 

25 i.bid- 3.01-04 
26 i.bid- 3.05-07 
27 i.bid- 3.08-10 
2

R i.bid- 4.01-05 
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The chapter gives information about four types of the management of piles, viz. medicinal, 

chemical cautery, fire cautery and surgery along with their symptoms, techniques and 

complications. It also introduces medicinal and surgical management of the various types of 

urinary calculi and gravel and of the fistula-in-ano. It discusses the management of the various 

skin diseases including leprosy, ringworm and leucoderma along with the various 

pharmacological preparations used for managing leprosy, abnormal urinary discharges, 

kaphaja diseases, general anasarca and obesity. It also deals with various types of urinary 

abnormalities including diabetes, chyluria, hematuria etc. with the management of bile 

occurring as a complication of those diseases. It describes the management of glycosuria 

(diabetes mellitus) by silajatu and leprosy etc. by hydnocarpus oil. It deals with the surgical 

and the medical management of the eight different diseases manifested by the common 

presenting symptom of abdominal enlargement viz. splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, intestinal 

obstruction and perforation etc. 29 

The section discusses the manipulative, surgical and general management of foetal 

malpresentation, with or without obstructed labour and about care after delivery. It describes 

management of external as well as internal abscesses and of osteomyelitis along with various 

types of cellulitis including erysipelas, sinuses and breast abscesses. It deals with the 

management of the glandular swelling including cysts, lymphadenopathy, tumors and goiters. 

It gives information about the surgical and the medical management of the various types of the 

scrotal swellings, venereal diseases and elephantiasis. It describes about the various 

unclassified minor diseases, mostly of the skin and its appendages. It gives information about 

the management of the diseases of the penis caused by unhygienic practice or by local 

applications of water-moss etc., designed to increase its length. It also defines the management 

of the oral cavity, including those of lips, gums, teeth, the tongue and the palate with the 

various types of general anasarca. 30 

The section describes various rules for personal hygiene and ethics with a view towards 

prevention of diseases. It also includes description regarding tooth brushing, tongue cleaning, 

care of the eyes and the mouth, use of anointing, massage, bath, exercise, food, sleep and 

29 i.bid- 4.06-14 
"
10 i.bid- 4.15-23 
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sexual activities etc. It deals with the management of certain miscellaneous diseases viz. the 

diseases of ear lobule, greying of hairs and pigmentation of the face. It introduces aphrodisiac 

treatments for the sexually weak and about various restorative treatments advocated for 

alleviation from all types of ailments. It describes the restorative therapies which promote 

wisdom and longevity with the measures which could prevent old age. It deals with the 

restorative remedies for people whose afflictions have already been removed along with 

various types oftherapy such as oleation and sudation therapy. 31 

This section includes emetic and purgative treatment as well as the management of their 

curable complications along with specifications of the enema treatment and the nozzles. It 

describes complications of the enema treatment caused by an improperly used netravasti 

(enema pipe) with the use of oily enemas, urethral and vaginal irrigations. It gives information 

about the schedule of the decoction enema treatment. It deals with the management of the side 

effects which occur in patients (undergoing eliminative therapy) and with the therapeutics uses 

of medicated fumigations, errhines and gargles. 32 

2.4.5 Kalpa Sthana- This is the fifth section of the SS and last of the purva tantra. The 

section has 8 chapters in it. It deals with toxicological considerations. It discusses the diverse 

ways in which a king (or any other person) could be poisoned through the medium of food, 

drinks or other articles of daily use such as combs, oils, vehicle etc. and about their detection, 

prophylaxis and treatment. It deals with the classification, sources, types, clinical features, 

complications and treatment of poisoning by inanimate poisons in general and by du.Ji vi.Ja, the 

I . . . 1 33 s ow actmg ones, m partlcu ar. 

The section focuses on the locations, features and management of animate poisoning by 

venomous animals. It includes chemical warfare poisoning, water poisoning, soil poisoning, 

food and fodder poisoning and atmospheric poisoning. It describes the different types of 

snakes, features and stages of poisoning by their bites in human beings and in animal. It also 

\1 i.bid- 4.24-32 
12 i.bid- 4.33-40 
13 

i.bid- 5.01-02 
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gives information about the management of snake bite poisoning in human beings, birds and 

animals. It also deals with arrow poisoning, insect bite and rat bite. 34 

The section describes four great anti-poisonous recipes capable of treating serious and terminal 

stages of poisoning. Some of them were for use in the treatment of poisoning of masses of 

persons, army or cattle. They were to be applied on the drums which when beaten produced 

sounds having curative effect. It deals with 18 types of rats, signs and symptoms produced by 

their bites and the management thereof. Rat bite poisoning in animals and hydrophobia have 

also been dealt with. The sthilna also discusses classification, clinical features, management 

and prognosis of poisoning by bite etc. of insects, frogs, files, mosquitoes, scorpions and spider 

etc.35 

2.4.6 Uttara Sthana- This is the last section of the SS and also only one section of uttara 

!antra. It contains 66 chapters with 2650 sutras in them. So, this is the largest section of the 

text. As above mentioned it seems that it was not the part of original SS and later added by 

Nagarjuna. So, the section includes all other branches of ilyurveda with surgery such as 

sahlkya etc. The section discusses ophthalmic, otorhinolaryngological, paeditrics, 

gynaecological, Medical and psychiatric consideration and aphorisms. 

The section starts with the skeletal outlines of the contents of uttara tantra, anatomical 

consideration of the eyeball and aetiology, prodormal features and general principles in the 

management of eye diseases. It then enumerates 76 diseases of eye, classified according to the 

do~~as involved, prognosis and the site oflesion with the nine diseases of the junctional areas of 

the eye, nomenclature and clinical features of the 21 diseases afflicting the eyelids, 11 diseases 

of the white part of eye, prognosis of the four diseases of cornea and 17 generalized eye 

diseases. It introduces diagnosis of immature and mature cataract and six other serious diseases 

afflicting the pupil and the lens with surgical treatment applicable to the eye diseases, based 

upon prognosis. It deals with the treatment of vatabhi~yanda and other viltika afflictions of the 

34 i.bid- 5.03-05 
35 i.bid- 5.06-08 
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eye and the procedure available for the management of pittabhi~yanda and pittiidhimantha 

with other curable paittika afflictions of the eye. 36 

The section describes the method of treatment available for the management of kaphaja 

abhi~\yanda and other curable kaphaja afflictions of the eye with the management of 

raktabhi~\yanda and allied eye diseases. It deals with management of the five diseases in detail 

in which incision is indicated and management ofthe marman with other eye diseases in which 

excision is indicated as a method ofthe treatment. It describes the plastic surgery for entropion 

(pak~mmakopa) in detail. It also describes three alternative methods of the treatment of the 

diseases, if surgical repair fails. It includes operative procedures and collyriums for the 

treatment of the cataract and management of other diseases of the pupil and the lens. It deals 

with all aspects of the five therapeutics external ophthalmic applications, viz. tarpa!Ja 

(lubrication), pufapi'ika (a kind of poultice), ascyotana (eye drops), pariseka (irrigation) and 

aiijana (collyrium). It introduces pathogenesis and clinical features of the 28 ear diseases with 

management ofthe eye injuries and opthalmia neonatorum. 37 

The section gives information about general and particular management ofthe ear diseases and 

pathogenesis and clinical features of the 31 diseases of the nose with their management. It 

describes about aetiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment of pratisyaya (corrhyza) 

including pinasa. It deals with the management of 11 types of headache and diseases of head 

and nomenclature, aetiology, clinical features, prognosis and general regimen of affliction of 

children with the nine grahas invisibly entering the body of unhygeinically kept children and 

producing various grave paediatric syndromes. It deals with the management of children 

afflicted by skanda graha, skanda-apasmara graha, sakuni graha, revatl graha, piitana graha, 

andhapiitana graha, sftapiitana graha, mukhama!Jtfika graha and naigame~·a graha with 

measures like medicated sprinkling, massage, ghrta, fumigation, sacrificial rites, etc. It also 

includes the mythological basis of the grahas. The nine grahas were created by Gods to protect 

the newly horn Guha (Lord Karttikeya) and were to afflict the children of un-pious and 

.
16 i.bid- 6.01-10 
17 i.bid- 6.11-20 
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unhygienic families as a part of their activities. Skanda has been considered to be the most 

dreadful graha. 38 

The section deals with the aetiology, pathogenesis, clinical features, prognosis and 

management of the 20 gynaecological disorders, including dysmenorrhoea, amenorrhoea, 

dyspareunia, prolapsed uterus, habitual abortion, sexual insatiability, cervical growth, 

pinewhole cervical os etc. It discusses diagnosis and management of three allied conditions 

with the common presentation of frequent loose motions viz. diarrhoea (atislira), dysentery 

(pravtihika) and malabsorption syndrome (grahal}i), special conditions like painful diarhhoea, 

bloody diarhhoea and chronic diarhhoeas are also discussed. It deals with all aspect of 

diagnosis and treatment of consumption of tissues and wasting as a disease. Some of these 

patients could be of pulmonary tuberculosis. Meat preparations and nutritious diet and various 

drugs have been mentioned for treatment. It includes gulma (intra- abdominal localized 

swellings), basically gaseous in nature and moving within the intestinal tract; it also deals with 

the various abdominal colics due to lesion other than the gulmas e.g. ureteric colic etc.39 

The section discusses pathogenesis, classification, clinical features, complications and 

treatment of heart diseases, anaemia, jaundice and haemorrhagic diseases. It includes the 

diagnosis and management of fainting and coma. It deals with the properties of wine, three 

stages of intoxication and seven types of diseases due to excessive drinking, including 

hangover, alcoholic gastritis and chronic alcoholism and their treatment. It gives information 

about five types of vomiting. It discusses aetiology, pathogenesis, clinical features and 

management of hiccup, breathlessness including asthama, five types of cough and hoarseness 

of voice, wonn infestation and udavartas caused by the suppression of the natural urges. It 

discusses management of gastroenteritis, some forms of intestinal obstruction, paralytic ileus 

and chronic constipation. 40 

The section deals with the five types of anorexia, 12 types obstructive uropathy with their 

clinical features and management. It deals with the aetiology, pathogenesis, clinical features 

and management of epilepsy. It includes the psychoses and some special recipes for their 

38 i.bid- 6.21-37 
39 i.bid- 6.38- 42 
40 i.bid- 6-43- 56 
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treatment. It compiles 63 combinations of 6 tastes in all possible permutation to counteract the 

63 possible combinations of do~ws. It discusses the measures to keep healthy. Daily regimens 

to be observed during the different seasons, the 12 types of diet, their effects and indication 

with ten suitable times for the administration of medicine in relation to meals have been 

discussed. 41 

The section deals with the 32 maxims (general principles serving as rules) used in SS. Their 

importance has been discussed with example. They help in general in correlating the sentences 

and clarifying the meaning of the text. They are of invaluable help to the physician in 

understanding the subject. It discusses compilation of do~as into 62 possible combinations and 

their relation to dhatus and malas in health and disease. It has also been mentioned that 

diseases are 1120 and drugs 573 in number42
. 

3.5 Main Features inside SS 

There are many aspects of medical science are discussed in SS. Some of the important inside 

the text is as given below-

3.5.1 Plastic Surgery-

Susruta lays down the basic principles of plastic surgery by advocating a proper physiotherapy 

before the operation and describes various methods for different types of defects, viz., (1) 

release of the skin for covering small defects, (2) rotation of the flaps to make up for the partial 

loss and (3) pedicle flaps for covering complete loss of skin from an area. He has mentioned 

various methods including sliding graft, rotation graft and pedicle graft. Nasal repair or 

rhinoplasty has been described in greater detail, which to this day has stood the test of time and 

is mentioned as the Indian method of rhinoplasty in the books of plastic surgery. Lastly, 

labioplasty too has received his attention. In short, all the principles of plastic surgery, viz., 

accuracy, precision, economy, haemostasis and perfection find an important place in Susruta's 

writings on this subject. 

41 i.bid- 6.57-64 
42 i.bid- 6-65-66 
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[Figure 2.4 : Reconstruction of nose by forehead rhinoplasty43
] 

Surgical sc1ence - salyatantra - embraces all processes aiming at the removal of factors 

responsible for producing pain or misery to the body or mind. Health is, according to Susruta, a 

state of physical and mental well-being brought about and preserved by the maintenance of 

humours, good nutrition, proper elimination of waste products and a pleasant harmony of the 

body and the mind. 

43 Courtesy- Internet Scientific Publications, Susruta- The first plastic surgeon in 600 B.C. 
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[Figure 2.5: Susruta doing earlobe reconstruction44
] 

Susruta warns that improper intervention with surgical manoeuvre due either to ignorance of 

the progress of the disease-process, greed for money or lack of judgment, lead only to 

complications. A conscientious surgeon, on the other hand, considers his patient as a whole. 

For diseases divorced from patients are abstractions from reality. Any surgical manoeuvre is a 

phased program planned well and then executed. The pasciitkarman included the rehabilitation 

and removal of complications. 

When we see today's commercialization of medical science, we are reminded of the ancient 

surgeons who maintained the nobility of their profession. Susruta says there can be nothing 

more magnificent than the act of removing human suffering. The science of life in practice is 

godly, life giving; indeed it is virtue and fame personified. 

3.5.2 Ophthalmology 

Susruta was an expert in ophthalmic surgery. Susruta devotes 18 chapters to describing 7 6 

different diseases of the eye of which require operations. Susruta is said to be the first surgeon 

44 Courtesy- Internet Scientific Publications, Susruta- The first plastic surgeon in 600 B.C. 
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to have removed cataracts, described varieties of cataracts along with the depression method of 

couching by the anterior root. Susruta described and used 1 01 blunt instruments and 20 sharp 

instruments, which should have an edge so fine for animals ; puncturing on the vein of dead 

animals and lotus stalks; probing on moth-eaten wood or bamboo; scarification on wooden 

planks smeared with beeswax, etc. According to Susruta, anyone, who wishes to acquire a 

thorough knowledge of anatomy, must prepare a dead body and carefully observe and examine 

all its parts. 

[Figure 2.5: Surgery of eye cataract45
] 

3.5.3 Anatomy-

Anatomy is one of the priority areas of SS46
. Here the human body is described in detail 

including many aspects of anatomy which are not found in other sarJ~hitiis. He describes the 

method of human cadaver dissection and embryology. As the embryo grows it develops six 

parts viz. four extremeties, the trunk and head-neck, followed by other sub-parts of the body. 

SS describes all these parts and sub-parts in detail of visceral organs, 700 blood vessels, 500 

muscles, 900 ligaments, 300 bones, 210 joints, 107 marmans, 24 major vessels, three do~as, 

dhiitusa and malas besides seven layer of skin (tvacil) and membranes (kaliis). 

45 Courtesy- Malaria in ayurveda at http ://www.malariasite.com/malaria/history literature.htm 
46 Sarfre Susruta(L sre~rha(L 
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Susruta seems to have distinguished lira, dhamanf and srotas in a rational manner. Dhamanf, 

.<ira, srotas and n[t~/1 are the structures related to inner transport system of the living body in 

ayurveda. SS classifies dhamanf and srotas separate from siras as regard to their origin and 

function47
. 

3.5.4 Disease and ~atkriyakala-

A disease state is that which is accompanied by pain and suffering. The diseases have their 

place in the mind and the body. It can be treated by purification, pacification, dietary care, and 

life style management. 48 Susruta displays a unique scientific temper while describing the 

phases of evolution of a disease in terms oCwfkrzyiikiila. The concept of kriyiikiila is one of the 

important original contributions of Susruta. The disease evolves through a sequence of well 

defined phase in relation to the trido~vic patho-physiologic rhythm. These phases are as given 

below-

1. Saficaya 

2. Prakopa 

3. Prasara 

4. S thanasaiTtsra ya 

5. Vyakti 

6. Bheda 

Accumulation of do~as 

Vitiation of do~as 

Spread of vitiated do~as 

Localization of vitiated do~as 

Manifestations of the disease state 

Chronicity and bursting of complications49 

These phases of pathogenesis called kriyak£/la (kriya= cikitsa, kala= opportune time) because 

these stages are opportune time for identifying the specific disease state and to institute 

appropriate therapeutic intervention. Among all these, sthana saf!zsraya is the most crucial 

phase when the spreading vitiated do~ws start localizing at sites of khavaigu~zya (pre existing 

organ weakness). This localization allows do~ws and du~\yas leading to vytidhi janma (birth of 

disease). 

Thus, the doctrine of ~wfkriyclkala is the foundation clinical science and art in tiyurveda. 

47 SS- 3.9.13 
48 SS- 1.1.23-27 
49 SS- 1.21.36 
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Chapter- 3 

Indexing of Susruta Saqthita 

3.1 Introduction 

The chapter describes the Susurta Sarphita indexing system in terms of its user interface, 

backend, data structures etc. The chapter also discusses the methodologies which are used in the 

present research. 

3.2 Susruta Samhita: The authentic text . 
The SS contains 184 chapters and has descriptions of 1120 illnesses, 700 medicinal plants, a 

detailed study on anatomy, 64 preparations from mineral sources and 57 preparations based on 

animal sources. 

3.2.1 Bower Manuscript- The discovery of Bower Manuscript (BM) was a turning point in 

the history of SS historians. It got this name after the person- Col. H. Bower - who discovered 

the manuscript when he found it in a small village called Kuchaga in 1890 when he was on his 

way to China on the order of the Govt. of India. The manuscript is dated on paleographic 

grounds to the second half of the 4th century 1• The original manuscript is preserved at the 

Buddha library of Oxford University. The whole of the manuscripts was researched thoroughly 

by RudolfHoemle for a prolonged period of20 years and was then published by Indian Govt. in 

1912. Later on Kaviraj Mohan reedited the book and published it in Hindi language in 1925 by 

Meharchand Laxman Das of Lahore. This contains seven manuscripts. Some of the main 

features ofthe manuscript are given below-

The script in which it is written is from the Gupta period. It is written on birch (tatjapatra) and 

used 51 birches (a tree or shrub of the genus Betula) in it. It seems that four different people 

have contributed to this manuscript, among which a Buddhist monk named Yasomitra was 

1 Kutumbian- pg. 32-33 
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prominent2
. Out of the seven manuscripts it contains, four of them deal with the science of 

medicine-

i.) First Manuscript- This describes Lahasuna Kalpa (garlic) followed by a variety of 

drugs. It contains some special remedies for the disease of the eyes. 

ii.) Second Manuscript- The name of this manuscript is Navanftaka. This is very 

important from liyurveda perspective. It contains the best of the age old remedies 

compiled to give an effective list of then used remedies. The subject matter dealt 

with in this part of the manuscript concerns the following categories- carl}a 

(powder), ghrta (ghee preprations), taila (oil), misraka (recipes of various mixture), 

Basti (medicated enema), rasilyana (rejuvenation therapy), yavaga (gruels of cereals 

indicated in specific conditions), vajfkara!Ja (aphrodisiac), afijana (various eye 

medicine), kesa rafijana (hair dying method), abhaya kalpa (recipes of terminalia 

chebula), silajatu kalpa (recipies of the black bitumen), citraka kalpa (recipes for 

increasing agni), kaumiirabhrtya (pediatrics). 

The book mentions the disciples of Atrya Punarvasu like the Harfta, Bhela, but not 

of Caraka, despite the fact that it adopts as much as 29 recipes from CS and 15 

recipes from Bhela Sm.nhitli. It also mentions about Susruta in medical aspect. 

iii.) Third Manuscript- This is made of 72 verses which contain some 14 medical 

rectpes. 

iv.) Fourth Manuscript- This has mentioned effective and safe remedies on snake bite. 

This is the last manuscript related with medical aspect. 

The medical works of both Susruta and Caraka were translated into Arabic language during 

the Abbasid Caliphate (750 AD) 3
. These Arabic works made their way into Europe via 

intermediaries. In Italy, the Branca family of Sicily and Gasparo Tagliacozzi (Bologna) became 

familiar with the techniques ofSusruta. 

2 A text book of history of Ayurveda by Dr. Ranade- pg S2 
·
1 

The Oxford illustrated companion to medicine, Lock etc.- pg. 607 
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3.2.3 Commentators of SS 

The commentaries of SS were composed by many scholars. But, today only the commentary of 

Qalhat~a is available in full and complete form. The name of I)alhai:Ia's Commentary is 

'Nibandha- Sa1J1graha ·. According to this commentary, the time of Qalh~a may be placed 

around 11th century AD. The main commentators ofSS are as follows-

i.) Madhavakara- The composer of the text Miidhava-Nidc7na has also compiled a 

commentary on SS named Susruta-Slokaviirtika. The commentary is not found 

today. The Nidana chapter of the commentary was translated in Arabic language in 

8111 century AD, which has identified that the period of Madhava was prior than gth 

century AD. 4 

ii.) Jejjata- The commentary of jejja!a is known as Susruta-Tfka. He was the famous 

scholar of iiyurveda. He also composed a commentary on Caraka Saf!zhitii. Some 

people believe that he was the pupil of Vagbha!a. But the time period of the both 

scholars have a gap of many years. So, it not seems that he was the direct pupil of 

Vagbha!a. 5 

iii.) Gayadasa- He compiled commentary on SS named Sausrutiirtha-Paiijikii. The 

commentary was not found today in its complete form, only Nidiina section of the 

text remaining at the time. Perhaps the rest part of the text was destroyed. He was the 

rlijavaidya in the court of a Bengal King. Perhaps the name of the king was 

Mahipala.6 

iv.) Cakrapal)i- The commentary of Cakrapai:Ii on SS is known as Bhiinumatf, but it is 

not found at the time. He was the riijavaidya in the court of king of Bengal named 

Nayapala and also appointed as prime minister in the court. The king was started 

reign in 1080 century AD. So, the time of commentator may be fixed around middle 

of 11th century AD. It is used to say that the commentary is very authentic and 

includes description of every aspect of the text. But, as it is not found today, it is 

difficult to say something exactly about the commentary. 7 

4 Sanskrit Sastro ka itihas- first pariccheda- pg.20 
5 i.bid. pg.20 
1
' i.bid. pg.20 
7 i.bid. pg.20 
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v.) Qalhal}a- The commentary of J?alhai)a is known as Nibandha-Saf!lgraha. The 

commentary is very authentic and famous. It is published from Nirnaya Sagar Press, 

Mumbai. It is very authentic text and very good because of its own quality. J?alhai)a 

was living in Ankara village near Mathura. His father named Bharat Pala was the 

rajavaidya in the court of Nripaladeva. :r;:>alhaQ.a was the riijavaidya in the court of 

Sahadeva, son of king Nripaladeva. The time of the commentator is not clear. 

However, Hemadri (13 111 AD) mentioned the name of:r;:>alhaQ.a in his commentary. So 

he was prior than one of Hemadri. Thus, the time of :r;:>alhaQ.a may be fixed around 

1 i 11 to 13 111 century AD8
• 

Many other scholars composed commentary of SS. Such commentators in Sanskrit are 

Kartikaku~9a, Gadadhara, Hara~acandra (Susrutiirtha- Sandrpani) etc. The commentaries of SS 

were also composed in Hindi by many scholars such as Govind Ghanekar (satra, nidiina and 

sarfra tantra only), Atridev Vidyalankar, Pt. Muralidhar Sharma, Ambikadatta Sharma etc. 

English commentaries were composed by various scholars such as Heornle, G.D. Singhal, 

Achary Priyvrat Sharma and Prof. K.R. Srikanthamurthy. 

British physicians traveled to India to see rhinoplasty using a flap of skin raised from the 

forehead, being performed by native Indians. Reports on "Indian" rhinoplasty using the 

forehead skin (not the cheek flap as mentioned in the SS) were published in the Gentlemen's 

Magzine by 1794. Joseph Constantine Carpue spent 20 years in India studying local plastic 

surgery methods. Carpue was able to perform the "Indian" method of nose reconstruction in 

the western world by 1815. Instruments described in the SS were further modified in the 

Western World 9
. 

3.3 Research Methodology-

In the present research of SS indexing comparative, analytical, descriptive and technological 

methodologies will be used. The detailed procedure of the research is given as follows:-

R i.bid- pg. 21 
9 The Oxford illustrated companion to medicine, Lock etc.pg. 651-52 
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1. Select an authentic text of SS among the available editions. 

2. To develop a relational database system of SS. 

3. Developing Java server engine for search. 

4. Developing a web interface for input and display. 

3.3.1 Selection of an authentic text of SS 

After studying the editions of SS, the primary and basic task was to determine the most 

appropriate and accepted structure, the text to be used for indexing purposes. There are many 

editions of SS available at the time with several commentaries with it. Some important editions 

are discussed below-

i.) SS edited by Pt. Anantram Sharma- The edition of SS is very intelligently edited 

hy Pt. Anant Ram Sharma with the commentary Susrutavimar.finf in Hindi. The 

edition is forwarded by Achary Priya Vrat Sharma. The book is published by 

Chaukhamba Sanskrit Prakashan, Varanasi. The text is also published by 

Chaukhmba Publishig House, Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan and Chaukhamba 

Vidyabhawan. The text is printed by Deluxe offset Printers, Delhi. The reprinted 

edition of the text published in 2010. The edition have three sections in it-

a. Part one- The part one of the text contains two chapters in it- sutra sthtina and 

nidtina sthtina. At the last of the text the indexing of the words given in the 

akiiradi sequence in all part of the text. 

b. Part two- The second part of the text contains three chapters in it- siirfa sthiina, 

cikitsti sthiina and kalpa sthiina. 

c. Part three- Third and last chapter of the text contains last section of the book

uttara sthiina. 

ii.) SS edited by G.D. Singhal and colleagues- This edition of the text is edited by 

Prof G.D. Singhal and his team. The text is translated in English with explanatory 

notes. Other authors, who contributed in this edition, are S.N. Tripathi, G.N. 

Chaturvedi, K.C. Chunekar, L.M. Singh and K.P. Singh. The introduction ofthe text 

is written by Prof Ram Harsh Singh. This is the second edition of the text. The first 

edition was published in 1981. The current edition of the text is published in 2007 

from Chaukhamba Sanskrit Pratishthan, Varanasi. The text is also available on the 
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publisher's house as previous one. The text is printed from A.K. printers, Delhi. The 

indices of words are given at the last of the text in alphabetical sequence. The text is 

arranged topic wise in the chapters. The text divided into three volumes-

a. First Volume- The first volume ofthe text contains first two sections ofthe text

siitra sthiina and nidiina sthiina. 

b. Second Volume- Second volume of the text contains three sections ofthe text

siir!ra sthiina, cikits(/ sthiina and kalpa sthana. 

c. Third Volume- Third volume of the text contains last section of the text- uttara 

sthana. 

iii.) SS edited by Kaviraj Kunjalal Bhishagratna- This edition ofthe text is translated 

in English with full comprehensive introduction, additional texts, different reading, 

notes, comparative views, index, glossary and plates. The edition available in digital 

form provides by the internet archive in 2008, from university of Toronto. This text 

is edited by Kaviraj Kunjalal Bhishagratna. The edition published by The Author, 

No. 10, Kashi Ghoshe's lane in 2011. This edition is printed by M. Bhattacharya, 

Bharat Mihir Press, Calcutta. The edition contains in three volumes-

a. First Volume- First volume ofthe text consists of first section ofthe text- siitra 

sthana. 

b. Second Volume- Second volume ofthe text consists of four sections ofthe text

nidtina sthtina, stirfra sthtina, cikitsti sthtina and kalpa sthtina. 

c. Third Volume- Third volume of the text consists of last section of the text

uttara sthtina. List of the words are given in the last of the text. 

iv.) SS edited by Kaviraj Ambikadutta Shastri- This edition of SS is edited by Kaviraj 

Ambikadutta Shastri. The text is edited with Ayurvedatattva-Sandfpikii by 

Ambikadutta Shastri. The edition have two Parts-

a. Piirvardha- First part of the text covers piirva tantra of the text which contains of 

120 chapters and five sthtinas. 
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b. Uttarardha- Second part of the text covers uttara tantra of the text which contains 

of 66 chapters and only one uttara sthiina. 

After studying all these above available editions, Pt. Anantram Sharma's edition of the SS is 

selected for the current research, because the text is intelligently edited by the author. The 

language of this edition is very good and explained with the commentary of Susrutavimar§inf in 

Hindi. Thus, the edition is very good, therefore this edition has been selected for the current 

research. 

After selecting the authentic text for the research, the second step of indexing, electronic data is 

creates more difficulties. The electronic data of SS was not found in Unicode Devanagari by any 

of sources. The data, which was found, that was not in Unicode format and the data is also 

security enable. The data was in raw format at the site of Maharshi Management of Vedic 

Studies. So, it becomes very tough task to make electronic data of SS as it is very huge text and 

contains about 700 pages data only in Sanskrit. But, with the help of some M.A. students of the 

center, it becomes possible to create electronic database ofthe text in Unicode Devanagari. 

3.3.2 Creation of relational database system-

Using RDBMS techniques, the most important and core of the present research was to design 

and develop a database driven knowledge according to the structure of SS. Firstly, systematic 

tabular formats were created for the structure of SS. The SS has tantras, each tantras are further 

divided into sthiinas. Sthiinas contains division in adhyiiyas and adhyiiyas are consists of sutras. 

After fixing the structure of the text, the actual database design was done in MS- SQL server 

2005 in Unicode Devanagari format. Some sample of the structure of database is as follows-

Adhyaya_id Sfitra id Sfitra_sarphita Sfitra_pada Adhyaya_id_sequencial 

[Table no. 3.1 - Main table named ' siitra' of database] 

The above ' siltra ' table contains Susruta SaiJthitii' s sutra in original form. When a user search a 

specific keyword on the system, it replies in original form and displays in Unicode Devanagari. 

The column sutra id is the unique identification number of each sutra in respective adhyiiyas. 
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Here adhyiiya id which related to the sutras to their respective adhyayas of the text is adjoined 

to the adhyiiya table for further reference. 

If a user sends a query to the system, the sutra should be given with its detailed reference. Iftbe 

components of reference namely, sthana, adhyiiya, tantra names are given with each sutra 

entry, then it will be repeated and it will be encumber the database unnecessarily. This can b~ 

avoided by giving it once and the detail could be recalled through inter relations. 

For the multi tiered structure, the repetition of super categories could also be avoided by giving 

them in a separate table of sub categories. Thus only immediate super categories of the sutras 

are required to store in the table. More tables and their relations make the database well 

structured and fasrer in processing -

Sthana id Adhyaya_id Adhyaya_name 

[Table no. 3.2: Structure of adhyaya table] 

The adhyaya table contains three columns namely- sthana id, adhyaya id and adhyaya name. It 

is a bridge table between the sutra and sthana tables because the column sthana id takes the 

information from the column adhyaya id of sutra and passes information through the adjoining 

the column of sthiina id respectively for the next level reference. 

Tantra id Tantra name Sthana id Sthana name - - - -

,., 

[Table no. 3.3: Structure of sthana table] 

The sthana table contains four columns in it viz. tantra id, tantra name, sthiina id and sthiina 

name. In which tantra id adjoins tantra with the column of sthiina id of adhyiiya table to take 

the previous information for connecting with further information. Tantra id column is for 

completing the reference of the users query. The tantra has id and tantra name columns where 

the column id is adjoined with tantra id of sthiina column for giving the last information to 

complete the reference ofusers query. 
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3.3.3 Creating Java Server engine for search-

Creating a search engine of SS was done by using Java-JSP on Apache Tomcat platform. 

Servlets are Java objects used to extend the capabilities of server that host application accessed 

via a request- response programming model. Although servlets can respond to any type of 

request, they are commonly used to extend the applications hosted by web servers. For this type 

of applications, Java server technology defines HTTP specific servlet classes. 10 

3.3.4 Creating an interactive page for output display-

The front end of the system is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayur/index.jsp. The main page 

allows to the user to give their queries in Unicode Devanagari format using HTML text box 

component. Upon clicking the button labeled 'search ayurveda database', it passes the request 

to Java servlet engine for querying the database and matching specific keyword in the stored 

database. After matching the keyword, the output is returned with its related reference and is 

displayed to user in Unicode Devanagri format. 

3.4 Steps for accessing the database-

The indexing of SS will provide a dynamic search engine for the users. The system provides 

three types of search-

1. Direct search 

11. Alphabetical search 

iii. Clicking on tantra ~ sthana ~ adhyaya 

In the case of direct search on the system, there are three steps to complete the query-

3.4.1 Primary Step- This system of SS in its online mode will take a string (word or a partial 

string of positive length) of text as input and will give all possible results regarding the queries 

of a user as an output. For Example, user wants to know about word '~P>R=r', the system will 
..;)..;) 

10 Accessed on 28.06.11 http://www.java.sun.com/j2ee/tutorial/1 3-fcs/doc/servlets.html 
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search database. If the search term is found, all its related information will returned in 

hyperlinked mode at the first page of the system. 

3.4.2 Secondary Step- As the second step, the user by clicking any one hyperlinked word for 

further information will get a complete reference of the related query. 

3.4.3. Tertiary Step- After getting the referential result, the next step would be the cross 

linking of the words to different Sanskrit dictionaries such as online multilingual Amarakosa 

site 11
, spoken Sanskrit Dictionary site (by Klaus Glashoff, Germany) 12

, online Apte Sanskrit

English dictionary 13
, online Mcdonnel Sanskrit- English dictionary 14

, Sanskrit Wikipedia and 

others 15
• 

Thus, anyone wants to know further information on the searched word, can get it by clicking the 

link. By clicking this word for specific further searches, the system will take the user to 

corresponding sites for further details on the searched word. 

3.5 Computer Adaption of Susruta Saqthita-

SS is the key surgical text of clyurveda and medical science. It has multi- tiered division in it. 

The text is primarily divided into two tantras- purva and uttara and contains further division 

into sthanas. Sthanas finally consists of adhyayas which are composed in sutras. Satras are in 

both form- prose and verse. Thus the hierarchy of the siltras ofthe text is given below-

Tantra -7 Sthana-7 adhyaya -7 sutra 

This structure of the SS is adapted to prepare an RDBMS based system for online indexing of 

the text. Each layer of hierarchy is stored in separate tables. Each section of every level is given 

a unique identity and adjoined to the tables of other levels. The basic table is sutra which 

contains the column adhyaya id, sutra id, sutra sa1J1hita, sutra pada and adhyaya id sequential. 

The sutra id is the unique id of each stanza. The column 'adhyaya id' denotes the serial number 

11 Accessed on 28.06.11 http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp 
12 Accessed on 28.06.11http://spokensanskrit.de/ 
13 Accessed on 28.06.11 http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/apte/ 
14 Accessed on 28.06.11 http://dsal.uchocago.edu/dictionaries/mcdonne1/ 
15 Accessed on 28.06.11http://sa.wikipedia.org/wiki/special:A11Pages/ 
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of an adhytiya in a specific sthiina, while 'adhyaya id sequential' is the unique id of each 

adhytiyas in the text which is inter- connected with each other. The structure of database storage 

is as follows-

Adhyaya_i Siitra i 

d d 

1 2 

3 3 

Siitra samhita - . Siitra _pada Adhyaya_i 

d_sequenci 

al 

mrcna:r 1 

~~:, 

~~. ~. 

~Ji;trr ~II ~. ~. ~ 

~II 

[Table no. 3.4: Model of 'siHra' table in database] 

The table 'adhyaya· has three columns in it viz. sthana id, adhyiiya id and adhyaya name. The 

column 'adhytiya id' represents the sequential number of adhyiiyas in the text. As, mentioned it 

relates the description of adhytiya to each sutra. The 'sthtina id' denotes the number of sthtina 
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of the text which is bound to the 'sthtina' table. The column 'adhytiya name' gives the name of 

adhytiyas in Sanskrit words in Unicode. The adhytiya table of database is as follows-

Sthana id Adhyaya_id Adhyaya _name_ sequential -

1 1 Cla)Af@: 
,, 

1 2 ~~q01ll··1"1ll61 

,_ ';> - - -
2 50 3=1 ~~a-e.~~c;IO'l~ 

[Table no. 3.5: Model of 'adhytiya' table in database] 

The table 'sthtina' contains tantra id, tantra name, sthiina id and sthtina name. The column 

' tantra id ' is adjoined to sthclna id column of the 'adhyiiya' table. The column 'tantra' id gives 

the unique number of each tantra of SS and it is adjoined with the column tantra name. The 

column sthii.na name of this table shows the name of sthiinas in the text. The column named 

sthii.na id denotes the sequential id of the sthii.na in whole text. The sthii.na table's structure of 

database is as follows-

Tantra id Tantra name Sthana id Sthana name - - -

1 -,,iJ!: .- ~ ' (~·-·'• -~- r- t . _;l i- . ' •• :ti? • .; -,, j 

! . :"t' . ;. !·;• .. :: ~· :_.:r ... F~~.:~ . 1 ;,~ :;fiL ~h~,:.'fu:: ""' ·-:~t-' ·~ ' 

1 trct 
" 

2 ~ 

1 ~ 3 ~RR 
,_ 

1 trct 4 ~fcl:i~l 
" 

1 
,_ 

qcf 5 -
~ 

" .. 
2 3"ITR" 6 3"ITR" 

[Table no. 6: Model of 'sthii.na' table in database] 
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3.6 Chapters inside SS-

As above mentioned, there are two tantras in SS. They contain further division in sthiinas and 

sthiinas are divided into adhyiiyas. Adhyayas are consists of siitra. Here, list of name of 

adhyayas along with number of sutras in the following table-

Sthana Adhyaya 

~G)?1~: 

2 ~""'~qrjljiflll~ 

3 ~ll.,i'HWC\Iiflll~ 

4 W3=iil!lt1f'lll~ 

5 3'1J.OI)q((<(tlflll~ 

6 '4£<jil4~ 

7 ~ 
8 ~I'FOIICI'tll{tlflll~ 

9 ) ~ 4ldlllt( ll!Ji. 

10 ~rafr<m 
.:> -

11 ~ 
12 ~ 
13 ;;t c;~1q;rct '<:u:ccflliJ=t 

14 ~Mol<'1C1~··114~ 

15 ~ 
16 ~ 
17 3'11J:lq~l!jtlfll1Ji. 

18 ~ 

19 ~ fti1 (1) q I~ o·i'l ll JOt 

20 ~(11~tftl1Jt 

21 ~;::r;:r: 

22 ~tiiJ~iCIFcl ~1··1'1l!Ji. 

23 't'C'lll 'fC'll Fcl fm{ 

24 ~~ 
25 ~i'fSiqiJ:filiJ'{ 

26 ~it"l~Fcl ~liflll~ 

27 It I (i'll jqf11<4iflll ~ 
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No. of Sutras 

40 

10 

56 

09 

42 

38 

22 

20 

06 

09 

31 

39 

24 

46 

47 

33 
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28 ~qfi('U~q~('I~OI~ ~lifi~J:t 

29 ~qfi('IJ~q~('lf<'tV'Iti!~'~ 

30 q~i)f.:a~·~~c;jffiqf&1S( 

31 {§0 F41 ~ Q ffi q lf\:1 J:t 09 

32 ~I Cl~ \01 ffiq lf\:1J:t 26 

33 31cm:un~Jt 24 

34 Jj,<ti"t:fl~1i!J{ 50 

35 311 iJ'l,qSfiiH uniJJ{ 17 

36 ~ 33 

37 fit~ 82 

38 ?;e:LFAfU(COn~S( 

39 m~IJ!ifl~;r 

40 M4H1"jorei1:Q~qlq;~~lifl4#{ 

41 ~) .. ~~l··i'l4#{ 

42 ~, .. ~~lifi4J:t 

43 CIJ!ii'1?;04~q;c;:q~ ~lifi4S( 

44 ~~ilii'I?;04~Cfic;=q~:tii.-.14S( ' 

45 ?;C1?;04~fm{ 530 

46 ~ 

42~ Cl I i'1 ell I ftl til C< I 01 J4_ 91 

2 ml'ff.!le<lcrrJt 26 

3 mJ1tlf.!le<lcrrJ:t 28 

4 :HJ lr?<'<filC<101J4_ 13 

5 q;<>of.!l~rcrrJ1 
"" -

34 

6 '>!A~f.!lc;lcrr"i. 27 

7 3C<H)Jif.'1C<I01"""!. 25 

8 ~ 14 

9 ~ 37 

10 ~~ ~crrl~{-<101{) d lf.!le<lcrr"i. 27 

II ~q-.:..;QaC<JI(>lJIUsf.!IC<Iii'IIH 29 
"" -

12 cgt.~r~c>\'1 qe;f.!le;lcrriH 15 
c.. ... .:) .. 

13 aj~'l) d 1f.!l '<101"""!. 62 

14 ~L'*'~)tStfi!e;lcrr"i. 18 

15 :HJ01f.!IC<I01"""!. 16 

16 IH'l!H)JI~C<I011H 
"" -
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3•nfR' 
2 

3 

4 -miXIICfi~tJj ~t~Rm\ 

5 ~l:fl:tti@llelllifi'(Uj ~tTlfm:{ 
;;.: I 

6 Yc=il4iAArrt~~tf ~t~Rm\ 43 

7 ~TRmt 23 

8 ~~rrfltA" . - 26 

9 tlAifliXIICfi'(Uj 'tfRmt 13 

10 ~Of\OliiCfi'(Oj ~t~Rm\ 70 

4 Rl Fcf; c=tl l ~-fc!l~ofl~~~~n#t 138 

2 'Ht;_ll1~ol~~~n#t 97 

3 ~~V'l~~~n#t 70 

4 <lln~l~~~~n~ 33 

5 A(:l<llnc<ll~~~f&in~ 45 

6 mffi'il ~f&i C1~ 22 

7 mA:ft~~~C1~ 38 

8 ~~lcrcHRif4if&iC1~ 54 

9 <t1 <>oRI f41 f&i em 72 
.;) -

10 At: 1 <t1 <>oRI f41 f&i C1 A 
.;) - 15 

II Y~t:filf4lf&ic=l~ 12 

12 YA t:fCls<FIIRifcl;f&ic=~~ 20 

13 miA(:RI~~C1A 35 
.;) -

14 3CI'<RI~i'&iC1#1, 19 

15 ~ 47 

l fi ~ 43 

17 fci'Hq"'li~-Mi"'l'<~~lfi'l~~C1~ 47 

18 ~q~<::<Sla~li>l~losRI~f&iC1A 
.;) - 55 

19 *~nc4'Jqe;filfct;~C1J4. 69 

20 aJ?;~~ ~I fil f41f&i C'IJ4_ 62 

21 ~I <tiC.~ Ill filf4if&ic=IJ4 
" -

18 

22 J4 <!H~ ~ I fil f41 f&i C'l J4 
81 

.;) -
23 ~ 11 Qifil f4;f&i C1 ~ 12 

24 ~ 
133 

25 fJiJ~~<t~RI ~f&i n#t 
43 

26 l\fto1Gic4'l~Cll,,l"lifl'<ol~~f&in~ 
39 

27 'HciT4EIIC'I~IJ4o-~~<l'<'HI<l"'lfil~f&in~ 
12 
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28 ~ FQ ll<f>IJi"t <IOF( 'fi I <l Ci1 til f4;f&l C1<H 
~ - 28 

29 ~{'fil<lCrltil1'4>f&iC1<H_ 32 

30 F.'1Cf<""C1tlC114"1<i {'fil<lCrltil1'4>k'l1C1<H_ 40 

31 'FA ~) q 41 fJ't Cfi til 1'4> f&1 (1 <A_ 58 

32 f<'le";ICl'tli{D~<j tilf4if&iC'1<H_ 29 

33 a <H<rl fcl~'tl<rl'fi It'll) q?;aRl f4if&i<'l<H.. 46 

34 Cl:RCrlfcl~'tlCrlc~:u qR)~f&i<'l<H_ 22 

35 ~*If@ SlH IDI t;( fcl :H IJ (R)fcl;f&:I('1<H_ 33 

36 ~;J~\"@c<QiqRl~~('1<H_ 51 

37 3'1Ci1ClFH<rl)<""<'l'<~f@Rl~f&:l<'l<H 127 
~ -

38 f.'1 't'\i(lfiOR tilf4ifc'l1C1<H_ II7 

39 3'11C'1'<,4Mtil~f&iC'10R 
~ - 39 

40 '-!_ORCrlB!CfiCl i'l•J i(Rlf4if&l C'1<H_ 7I 

5 'CfWt1 I ~ 1 ~85 

2 ~ ict{fcl"' fcl 'itlcr1'FQJ{ 55 

3 ;;! ~"'I <R fcl"' ll fcl 'it I o1~ ll J{ 44 

4 :tl q C<ISCfci"' fcl :illo1~ ll J{ 51 

1- 5 'Hqt;"?:FclllfRl~f&:!Ci<H_ 86 

6 ~ 32 

7 ~Cf'Cf'iY<H_ 65 ., 
8 cfi'I~Cf'c;t~<H_ 143 

63mt I 3fl qafclifiJt 45 

2 ~011(1'()•1Fcl 'itlo1"t40R 09 

3 <kA<IIC'1'()011fcl 'itlo1"t4<H_ 30 

4 ~1Cfi'l011(1'()Jifcl 'itlo1"t40R 09 
~ -

5 Cfii>Dj01j(1'()<1Jfcl 'i1lo1"14J4 
~ - IO 

6 'H<hiC1'<1'*1fcl :n io1"t4<H_ 30 

7 ~~<IIC1'()011fcl 'i1io1"t4<H_ 44 

8 Rlfch~C1'>1fcl:HI<IIfcl 'i1io1"i:•!l<H_ II 

9 ~ 25 

10 ~ 16 

II ~~ 18 

12 ~ 53 

13 ~&Q'(,JI'>If2l~m:{ I8 

14 :Ac;_'ll<) '*l'>ll?l~trn: 11 

15 iJa_'ll «)" 1 "'ffi ~ m:t 33 

16 trn=OR q;) q '>I f2l ~ wt 09 
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17 € fieJJ(i'{)JJ qffi~m:r 100 

18 fih<llifl<"'4""!. 106 

19 ~ 20 -
20 CfltJ1 Jl c'H~" I~ :ttlo·i'l<l<H_ 16 

21 ' > Rl Cf\OJJI\"HIJI\01 ~U"J={ 59 

22 crtl'filiii("F(~JI~ Jllo·i'I<Q<H_ 21 

23 crtl'fiiJI(i{~JI qffi~tm 12 

24 ~<ll<li'IRl~U"J={ 42 

25 ~ >' ~ '> i{i{ifll Jllail<l<H_ 17 

26 ~ 47 

27 o=tcld:l$1Cfl"rl~ JJIV~"i<l<H_ 22 

28 ~ 14 

29 fCflral 4f'H F< ""ffi ~ m:r 09 

30 ~ICfiV~"iSlffi~tm 
.:> -

11 

31 'l:ctc:fl'>lffi~tn:I 11 

32 q(icrtii'IRl~tm 
" -

11 

:n ~ 
" -

09 

34 ~fiC14C1crt11'1Rl~tm 
" -

09 

35 JOFlll <H fO'sCfll ""Q ~m:r 09 
.:> -

36 ~JioA"ti'IRl~U"J={ II 

37 ' ~ Cl)~kq("('l<H_ 
22 

38 ;zflf~ C<l I q c-\01 kl ~ UJ=[ 32 

39 -:rct'<l'lfMm:r 
322 

40 3i C"i'l 'HI{ '>I ffi ~ UJ=[ 181 

41 ~I)CSJilffi~m:[ 58 

42 "I<"'<HI'Iffi~tm 
.:> -

145 

43 (;?.1 "I qffi~trn.: 
22 

44 410s'{)J11'1Rl~tm 
40 

.:> -

45 '( Cf(i fCl C"Ci"" Rl ~ trn.: 
45 

46 Rc .. IJ'I l'lkl~tm 
25 

" -
47 qJcrtk<l<ll'lkl~W[ 

81 

48 (11>011\0IRl~tm 
33 

(. -
49 t$R\101Rl~tn:I 

35 

so ~Cf'Cf\1 ""ffi ~ W[ 
31 

51 ~cti'HI'Iffi~m:r 
55 

52 Cf\1 "H Sl ffi ~WI 
47 

53 ~ 
17 
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54 Cflf~H)CII\OifMtm 
c. -

40 

55 3<:\ICIAIOI~qt..rn:: 53 

56 fclf!filCfli\OI~qtm 
" -

27 

57 3H)i!Cfl101f<"lqt..rn:: 17 

58 <H'Iitll(1t;l~ql!J:1 
" -

72 

59 <A 'ICfll)'>lf<"lqtm 
" c. -

27 

60 31<Hicrtll!)qf1/it;ikl~tm 57 
~ -

61 31qf<HI{t;j~~t..rn:: 41 

62 3r<HIC\'>Ikl~t..rn:: 36 

63 ~ 17 

64 ~ 
84 

65 (1r"'4~(1J"l 
~ - 44 

66 ~ 17 

[Table no. 3.7: Name of adhyayas m SS] 
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Chapter- 4 

Implication of the Search Engine 

4.1 Introduction 

The chapter describes partial implementation of Online Indexing of Susruta Saf!lhitii as the part 

of the present M.Phil. R&D. The indexing mechanism discussed in the previous chapter has 

been applied to develop a computational system, which can identify and analyze the indexed 

word given in Su§ruta Sa!Jlhitii. Java has been used for developing the computational model 

(delivered in web fonnat) for indexing of the words given in SS through the connection and 

identification of original siUras stored in the database. The web address of the system is 

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayur/index.jsp. The search system is available in three forms on the 

site. First, user can search database directly by providing input in Devanagari UTF-8. Second, 

one can search the database by using alphabets on the site. Third, a user can click on tantra, 

sthiinas, or adhyiiyas given in the drop down box on the system. A user can get details with 

siitras in which it exists by just one clicking on indexed word. 

4.2 Architecture of the System 

The interface of the indexing system of SS, has been developed in JSP with Java Servlet as the 

backbone, an RDBMS (SQL Server-2005 in Unicode) as the backend and JDBC (Java 

database connectivity) as third party connectivity engine. The web server for Java!JSP is 

Apache Tomcat 4.0. The model of multi- tier architecture ofthe system of SS is given below-

u s E R 

+ t 
Request Response 

+ t 
Apache Tomcat 

+ t 
Java Servlet 
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JDBC 

• t 
Database 

[Figure 4.1: Multi tier architecture of the SS Indexer] 

4.3 How does the system work 

The system accepts input word/string and does a preprocessing to confirm the input language. 

There are three ways to provide the input to the system e.g. by direct search, by alphabetical 

search given on the system and by the using drop down box given on search engine. 

Process-

[ INPUT TEXT J 
+ 

... ~( SS Indexer ) 
l 

( Output Level- 2 ) 

~ 
[ Output- Final Level J 

[Figure 4.2: Process of indexing system] 

4.4 Front end of SS indexer 

The indexing of SS is available on web at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayurlindex.jsp. It has been 

created by using Java Server Pages (JSP), Java, HTML and the Java components. The system 

runs on Apache Tomcat 4.0 web server. The main JSP page allows the user to feed the input in 

Devanagari UTF-8 format by using HTML text area components. 
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4.5 Java Server Pages 

Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic weJ 

content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web based applications that are serve:

and platform independent. 1 The front end ofthe system is developed in UTF-8 enabled JSP anc 

HTML. The main JSP page allows to user to give input in UTF-8 format using HTML. Jus1 

one click upon the button labeled "click here to process", calls Java object SS database to 

process the input. The output retuned by Java objects is displayed to the user in Devanagari 

UTF-8 format. 

The JSP technology helps to create web based applications by combining Java code with 

HTML. The web server runs the Java code and displays the result in HTML. It works with the 

help of Apache Tomcat web server. The following code snippet instructs the page to set the 

language and content encoding input and output in UTF-8-

< @ page 

language="java" 

pageEncoding="utf-8" 

contentType="text/html; charset=utf-8" 

import="java.util.*" 

%> 

The following code initializes the different of main class, strings and integers-

<% 

Ayur a= new Ayur(); 

request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8"); 

String searchtype = "direct"; 

int tantra 0; 

int sthana 0; 

1 Accessed on 12.06.11 http://java.sun.com/products/jsp 
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int adhyaya 0; 

int sutra = 0; 

String ddfocus="tantra"; 

String token=""; 

String searchstr=""; 

The below code obtains the different values of the search queries-

try{ 

ddfocus request.getParameter("ddfocus"); 

catch(Exception e) { 

ddfocus="tantra"; 

try{ 

search type request.getParameter("searchtype"); 

catch(Exception e) { 

searchtype="direct"; 

//searchtype direct, alphabet, class and full 

try{ 

searchstr request.getParameter("itext"); 

catch(Exception e) { 
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searchstr=""; 

try{ 

tantra Integer.parseint(request.getParameter("tantra")); 

catch(Exception e) { 

tantra=O; 

try{ 

sthana Integer.parseint(request.getParameter("sthana'')); 

sthnni'l=O; 

try{ 

adhyaya Integer.parselnt(request.getParameter("adhyaya")); 

catch(Exception e) { 

adhyaya=O; 

try{ 

sutra Integer.parseint(request.getParameter("sutra") ); 

t~h(Ex~0ptinn e) { 
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sutra=O; 

try{ 

token request.getParameter("token"); 

catch(Exception e) { 

token=""; 

The following code defines the values of different strings-

if (searchtype==null) 

searchtype="partial"; 

if (searchstr==null) 

searchstr=""; 

if (ddfocus==null) 

ddfocus="tantra"; 

if (token==null) 

token ""; 

The below code draws the text box and search button for the exact search query-

DTRECT SEARCH (unicode Sanskrit) 

< i (searchstr.length()>O) { %> 

<br><input type=text name=itext value="<%= searchstr 

>" class=uni onkeypress=checkKeycode(event) onkeyup=iu()>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<% l else { %> 

<br><input type=text name=itext value="<%= token %>" 

class=uni onkeypress=checkKeycode(event) onkeyup=iu()>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
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<% 

name=lastChar type=hidden> 

%><INPUT TYPE=hidden name=itrans><INPJT 

<input type=submit value="search 

onClick=submitForml("direct")> 

Ayurveda DatabasE' 

The below code searches the result of exact query entered in the text box as partial search-

<'c. if (searchtype.equals("direct") && searchstr !=null & 

sea chstr. enqt.h()>O) { '.> 

< = a.searchindex(searchstr) %> 

< ) 

The following code provide list of alphabets for partial alphabetical search-

ALPHABET SEARCH<br> 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=j1J>j1J</a> </a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=~>~</a> </a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=JIT>JIT </a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=~>~ </a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=~>~ </a>&nbsp;&nbsp 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=3>3 </a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=alphabet&itext=~>~</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 

The code takes input by clicking on a letter, and displays search result through the 

alphabetSearch {} function of ayurveda class-
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<% if (searchtype.equals("alphabet") && searchstr !=null e:& 

searchstr. length () >0) { > 

<%= a.alphabetSearch(searchstr) %> 

<%}'6> 

The following code gets the search input by selecting the class of the text (e.g. tantra, sthana 

adhyaya)-

SEARCH BY CLASS 

<select name=tantra> 

<option value=l <% if (tantra==l) { %> selected <% } %> >~</option> 

<option value=2 <'!; if (tantra==2) { %> selected <% } %> >3nH<"1:>i</option> 

The following code gives the result of search class as the list of words in the selected terminal 

class-

< if (sthana>O) && (ddfocus.equals("sthana") I I 

ddfocus.equals("adhyaya")) %> 

Following code gives the result of sleeted adhyaya-

< if (searchtype.equals ("class")) ( %> 

< if (ddfocus.equals("adhyaya") )( %> 

< =a.getindexForAdhyaya(adhyaya) %> 

< > 

Ifadhyaya is selected then the following code gives the result of query-

<\!; if (sutra>O II searchtype.equals ("full") ) { %> 

<%if (a.getSearchStatus() < 1) %> 

Following code displays the result generated when a particular search token is submitted-
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Results 

<table> 

<tr><td colspan=2 bgcolor=d3d3d3><b>Index Search f )C. 

&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;<font 

size=3>'< =token >'</font></b></td></tr> 

color=oranc:e 

<tr><td lor=d3d3d3><b>Sutra:</b></td><td bgcolor=d3d3d3><%= 

a.getSutraText() ></td></tr> 

<tr><td bgcolor=ffffff><b>Reference:</b></td><td 

bgcolor=ffffff><~ 

>)</td></tr> 

a.getSutraRefActual() %>(<%=a.getSutraRefDescriptive() 

<tr><td bgcolor=ffffff><b>Tantra:</b></td><td bgcolor=ffffff><% 

a.getTantra() ></td></tr> 

<tr><td bgcolor=d3d3d3><b>Sthana:</b></td><td bgcolor=d3d3d3><%= 

a. getSthana () %></td></tr> 

<tr><td 

or=ffffff><',= a. 

bgcolor=ffffff><b>Adhyaya:</b></td><td 

ya () Jc></td></tr> 

The following code provide the search about other online resources related with result-

<tr><td bgcolor=ffffff><b>Search other sources:</b> </td><td 

bgcolor=f f f f ff><a href=searchNet. j sp?word=<%= token %>>search this word on 

other online resources</a> 

The following code cross referential JSP searches the searched string in other online resources-

<ahref="sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/viewdata.jsp?searchtype=direct&itext=<%= 

word >">search Amarakosha(JNU)</a> 

<a href="http://www.spokensanskrit.de/index.php?script=HK&tinput= <%=word 

>&country ID=&trans=Translate&direction=AU">search "Spoken Sanskrit" 

ict ion;:ny (by I< CJUS c; CJshoff, GermCJny)</a> 

<a href="http://dsal.uchicago.edu/cgi-

bin/philologic/search3advanced?dbname=apte3new&query=<%=word 

~>&matchtype=exact&display=utfB">search Chicago university Apte 
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< href=''http://dsal.uchicago.edu/cgi-bin/romadict.pl?query=<%=word 

%>&display=simple&table=macdonell">search Chicago university Macdonell 

dictionary< Ia> 

4.6 Apache Tomcat 4.0 

The indexing system of SS works on Apache Tomcat web server. Some information about 

Apache Tomcat is discusses below-

Apache Tomcat is an open source Servlet container developed by Apache Tomcat Foundation 

(ATF). Tomcat implements the Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications from Sun 

Microsystems. It provides a pure Java HTTP web server environment for Java code to run. 

Apache Tomcat includes tools for configuration and management, but can also be configured 

by editing XML configuration files. Tomcat is intended to be a collaboration of the best of 

breed developers from around the world. 2 

4.7 Java Servlet Technology 

A servlet is a Java programming language class used to extend the capabilities of servers that 

host applications accessed via a request-response programming model. Although servlets can 

respond to any type of request, but they are commonly used to extend the application hosted by 

web servers. For such applications, Java servlet technology defines HTTP- specific servlet 

classes. 3 

A servlet can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side without a face. Java 

servlets make many web applications. Servlet have access to the entire family of Java APis, 

including the JDBC API to access enterprise databases. Servlets can also access a library of 

HTTP- specific calls and receive all the benefits of the mature Java language including 

portability, performance, reusability and crash protection. For the indexing of SS, the following 

code snippet of Java Servlet Technology has been used. This code snippet the Java package to 

be used in this class-

2Accessed on 12.06.11 http://apache.org 
3 Accessed on 12.06.11 http://java.sun.com 
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import java.lang.*; 

java.util.*; 

rt java.io.*; 

import java.sql.*; 

It is the main class-

ic class Ayur 

It is the class constructor which creates a copy of class to use temporarily

public Ayur() { 

The following methods loads the configuration of data files-

public void loadConf() { 

The following code gets the list of sthanas of a selected tantra-

public Hashtable getSthanaByTantra(int tantra) { 

Return sthanas; 

Following code gets the list of adhyayas of a selected sthana-

public Hashtable getAdhyayaBySthana(int sthana) { 
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Return adhyayas; 

The following code searches the queried word-

public String getindexForAdhyaya(int adhyaya) { 

return "< search found "+tknCount+" results for the above adhyaya<lb><b>''+ r 

+ "<lb>"; 

The following code searches the alphabetical partial string search-

public String alphabetSearch(String alph) { 

return "<b>Alphabet search found "+tknCount+" results 

"' + a l ph + " ' < I b > < b r > < b > " + r + " < I b > " ; 

The following code organizes the search result in the incremental order of reference-

public void getSutraByid(int sutraid, String tkn) { 

setSutraid incremental(sutraid); 

setBaseWord(tkn); 

ResultSet rs null; 

The following function gives reference about the sutra-

public String getSutraRefDescriptive() { 

return 

getTantra()+">"+getSthana()+">"+getAdhyaya()+">"+getSutraidDesc(); 
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The following function gives actual reference of sutra-

ic Stri:Jg getSutraRefActual () { 

return 

qe :Jtra d () +". "+getSthanaid () +". "+ge yald () -.-". "+getSutraid (); 

The following code gives the sutra in which the searched word occurs if sutrapada available 

then it gives otherwise sutra samhita-

public String getSutraText () { 

if (getSutrapada() .length()>O) 

return sutrapada; 

else 

return sutrasamhita; 

4.8 System Modules 

Indexing system of SS is developed in multi tier web architecture. Its front end in JSP, a Java 

hased server language. The hackend of the system consists of RDBMS, which contains co

relative data tables. The database of SS is stored in a table as Devanagari UTF-8. This Tomcat 

server based program connects to MS SQL server 2005 through JDBC connectivity. 

There are four tahles in datahase namely: "sutra", "adhyaya_name'', "adhyaya_no", and 

"sthana'". The descriptions of the tables have been discussed in the previous chapter. A design 

of the indexing of SS is given below-
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~thanaTantra 

ta ntra Na rre 
----- ----1 tantra!D 

sthanaNarre 

[Figure 4.3 : System Module] 

4.9 Database Connectivity 

The connectivity of the database has been done through the JDBC driver software. It is an API 

for the Java programming language that defines how client may access a database. It provides 

method for querying and updating data in database. JDBC is oriented towards relational 

database.4 

Sun Microsystems released JDBC as part of JDK1.1 on February 19, 1997. JDBC technology 

allows to use the Java programming language to develop 'write once, run anywhere ' 

capabilities for applications that require access to large scale data. JDBC works as a bridge 

between Java program and database. 

4.10 How to use the indexing system 

The indexing of SS has a web version. To access the web version, a user can simply log on to 

the URL http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayur/index.jsp and use any Devanagari mechanism as Baraha 

4Accessed on 12.06.11 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java Database Connectivity 
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to provide the input in the search box. A user can also access the system by choosing 

alphabetical scheme provided on the screen. Such result like alphabetical search, will display a 

list ofhyperlinked words with their references and the list of indexed word. The third option to 

access the system is drop down box. A user can use drop down box for their specific queries. 

The user can first choose a 'tantra' fi·om the box. After entering the ' tantra' the 'sthanas' 

comes. Entering the 'sthanas' the 'adhyayas' appears, then system will make an index of the 

words according to the specific ' adhyayas'. 

At second step, the user has to click a word among the list of indexed words. Clicking the 

required word, the page will move to another page where he can find the search query with its 

origin (i.e. siltras). 

4.11 Snapshots of SS 

. -~ 

[Snapshot 4.1- Home page of online indexing ofayurveda(SS)] 
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[Snapshot 4.2 - Search engine of SS] 

[Snapshot 4.3: Result of the query by direct search] 
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[Snapshot 4.4: Result of search by class] 

• ~'5t--

'd.M· 

~·~·~~· ~~::::::~~~~~~~~~~~F~t~~~:$~~~~--~--------

[Snapshot 4.5: Result of alphabetical search "3f'] 
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[Figure 4.6: Search of §alya in other online resources] 
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Conclusion 

The present research discusses the dynamic indexing of Aurvedic text Susruta Samhitii. Such a 

facility on the web will encourage the scholars and students of Sanskrit for the research i:J. 

iiyurveda and computational linguistics. As mentioned in chapter one, the unavailability of the 

text in Unicode e-text form caused difficulties in building the complete system. Future 

researchers will not face the problem of scarcity of e-text. The system preserves Sanskrit 

tradition's big achievement in ayurveda. User can search the database by three different ways 

as described in chapter four. One can search via providing direct input on the system or one 

can click on alphabets given on the system to search the specific keyword in the large and huge 

text or one can click on the dropdown box provided on the search page in the following 

sequence. 

Tantra ------• Sthana --------... Adhyaya 

After clicking on the adhyayas link it generates a list of indexed words in hyper linked form. 

One can get full information about the indexed word by clicking on the word. Thus, the system 

is very useful from many aspects. 

The system runs on the Apache Tomcat web server with the servlets of Java and JSP connected 

with MS SQL server 2005. The search engine is available at Sanskrit Computational 

Linguistics website http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/ayur/index.jsp. Though the system is very useful for 

SS, it has some limitation. Limitations of the system are as given below 

'Y The system can take input only in Unicode Devanagari and gives output in the same 

manner. Other searches are not possible on the system. 

).- The system can give result of those words, which are in split form in the database. For 

sandhi words, it tries a substring search to give all possible results. 

;;.... The system enables to search only string based query. It may fail to search synonymous 

words. It can give only index of those words which are exactly matched with the query. 

Future update will include linking it with Amarakosa (which has already been 

developed). 
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;;.. The system is accessible on web only. It cannot be installed on user machines or 

delivered in a CD. 

Further Scope for R&D 

The 'Online Indexing of Susruta Sarphita' developed indexing system at the M.Phil leve. 

There is much work to be done in this field. Many issues in the ayurveda and computationc: 1 

linguistics have to be explored. Further scope of research in this field is given below-

;;.. In the field of web-indexing, lack of data creates many difficulties. If the data i~ 

available in electronic form, the research will be easier and researcher can focus or: 

improving its quality. 

).o> Many Ayurvedic texts are still un-explored in the field of indexing. If indexing makes 

its presence on the web, then it becomes easier to search a specific word in any of the 

indexed texts. 

).o> A medical dictionary according to ayun1eda can be developed in this field that makes 

the further researches in this field much easier. 

).o> One can make dictionary of ayurveda and match it with modem medical dictionary. It 

will be very good work in this field. 

).o> At this time, the system can accept input only in Unicode Devanagari. One can 

develop such a system, which will be beyond such restrictions that make it closer to 

many users. 

);;- Such researches can help to develop the MTS techniques. Such types of developments 

are being carried out at SCSS, JNU. 
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Appendices 

Appendix-] 

List of Medical Terms Used in the Dissertation 

Medical Terms English Meaning Sanskrit/ Hindi 
Meaning 

I. Aetiology Medicine ~~ 
2. Alkaline Base of alkali metals(group 1 of ~ 

periodic table) 
3. Amenorrhoea absence of a menstrual period in a ~~CfiT~ 

woman of reproductive age 
~ 

4. Anaemia Decrease in number of red blood cells 'Cf(11("q(11 

5. Anaesthesia Condition of having sensation ~ra=<:r 
temporarily taken away " 

6. Anasarca Widespread swelling of skin due to ~fttl:; 
effusion of the fluid into the 
extracellular space 

7. Anatomy Study of structure and organization of ~rt'R r:q.:rr fc1mo:f 
living things 

8. Aphrodisiacs A substance that increases sexual Cfll CHl .<tl'l Cfl 
desire 

9. Ascites Excess of fluid in the space between ~ 
the tissues living the abdomen and 
abdominal organs 

10. Cadaver A dead body ~rcr 

1 I . Cataract Clouding of the lens of the eye 'CfiTir I CHl Tfllll ~ ;;:c; 
12. Cautery An instrument used to destroy ~ <ra=:f 

abnormal tissues by burning or 
scarring 

13. Cellulitis The application of caustic substance, fcmG' 
a hot instrument or other agent to 
destroy tissue 

14. Chyluria Presence of chy!e(rasa) in the urine CH"'ST 'H m q:;r srro=rr 
" stream 

15. Colics A form of pain which starts and stops ~R'f 
abruptly. " 

16. Convulsions A condition when body contract and ~am=rt ~ 
relax rapidly. The body shakes 
rapidly and uncontrollably. 

17. Diarrhea A loose, watery and frequent stools ~ 

18. Dysentery An inflammatory disorder of '>lcti\%Chl 
intestine, especially of the colon. 
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19. Dysmenorrhoea A kind of pain during menstruation Cfi<zlc!iCl 
that interface with daily activities. 

20. Dyspareunia A painful sexual discourse, due to #tliilflf'61S0f\Cl/ ~ fl6il' 
medical or psychological cause. .::> .::> .::> 

if'~ GTiiT 

21. Elephantiasis Hypertrophy and thickening of the ~~~~ 
tissues from any cause/ Filaria 

22. Embryology The study of the development of an 3lOT-fcrmo; 
organism during the embryonic and " 
fetal stages of life 

23. Entropion The turning inward of the edge of the q-~ 
eyelid, with the tarsal cartilage turned 
inward toward the eyeball 

24. Epilepsy A disorder characterized by recurrent ~~~ 
episodes of paroxysmal brain 
dysfunction due to a sudden, 
disorderly and excessive neuronal 
discharge 

25. Erysipelas An acute infection of the skin caused fcR:rtt 
by species of streptococcus. The 
commonest site of involvement is the 
face. 

26. Fistulae Abnormal communication most G11c>lc;IOI 
commonly seen between two internal 
organs and the surface of the body. 

27. Fistula-in-ano An abnormal communication between ~ 
the anus and the peri-anal skin 

28. Foetal malpresentations These are commoner in the earlier ~ 
weeks of gestation. They generally 
tend to rectify spontaneously as term 
approaches. In about 3- 5% of 
pregnancies at term the foetal 
presentation may be any other than a 
flexed cephalic presentation 

29. Forceps Hand held tools used by health oor/ fm:rtr 
professionals for the of the surgical 
tasks 

30. Geriatrics Study of physiological and ;:J~ •o Rl fch ("fll 
pathological aged of the aged, 
including the clinical problems of 
senescence and senility 

31. Glaucoma It is group of eye conditions that lead ~~ 3-ifur ~ mr.rfl q;r 
to damage to the optic nerve, the 

q:;'11 ~ 
nerve that carries visual information 
from the eye to the brain 

32. Glycosuria excretion of glucose into the urine/ ~ 
diabetes mellitus 

33. Goiters Enlargement of thyroid gland ~lc>I~IUs/ tTm 
34. Haemorrhoids It is a painful, swollen veins in the mr 

lower portion of the rectum or anus 
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35. Heamaturia Presence of blood in the urine 3q~feqq:;J 

36. Hemiplegia It is total paralysis of the arm, leg, trm 
and trunk on the same side of the 
body 

37. Henbane It has the bad reputation of a plant fcl~<jj<:!Cf(=l qCTjf"qf?l 
that has poisoned and killed many 

.;) 

people 
38. Hepatomegaly Enlargement of liver <:1 'h£;1 (>'<:! C\{/ <:rc1i(i q:;r ~ 

(. .;) (. ' 

Jffi"~ 
39. Jaundice It is a yellowish pigmentation of the q ICJ§'th 1~/Cf;cr(;r Wr 

skin, the conjunctival membranes 
over the sclerae (whites of the eyes), 
and other mucous membranes caused 
by hyperbilirubinemia (increased 
levels ofbilrubin in the blood). 

40. Leprosy It is an infectious disease that has .3fGUrl Cfil>:6{ldi/ q:;)q; 
been known since biblical times. It is 

.;) 

characterized by disfiguring skin 
sores, nerve damage, and progressive 
debilitation. 

41. Lesion It is any abnormality in the tissue of urcrl am1 1 me: 
an organism (in layman's terms, 
"damage"), usually caused by disease 
or trauma 

42. Leucoderma Partial or total loss of skin ~ 
pigmentation, often occurring in 
patches 

43. Lymphadenitis Inflammation of the lymph nodes ~ 
44. Malabsorption It is difficulty absorbing nutrients ~-~ 

from food. Symptoms: Bloating, 
cramping, and gas; Bulky stools 

45. Natal It is an adjective refers to birth ~-~l~lT 

46. Omentum A fold of peritoneum supporting the 3ffi:r *'" ~ 
viscera 

47. Orthopaedic It is the branch of surgery concerned fcl q:; <"'I ~·a 1-fchna:r 
with conditions involving 
the musculoskeletal ~tern. 

48. Osteomyelitics An inflammation of bone and bone JO!-:r"'ll q~ q I q:; 
marrow (usually caused by bacterial 
infection). 

49. Otorhinolaryngology It is the branch of medicine dealing ~ii<"'ICfll<'id 
with the ear, nose, and throat. 

50. Pediatrics It is the branch of medicine that deals ~I iiJ<"'R)F<hC"fli 
with the medical care of infants, 
children, and adolescents. 

51. Proctalgia The pain in rectum )I f?l <'i.._ai"'l 

52. Prosthetic It is an artificial device extension that ~ 
~laces a missin_g_ bo<b'_2_art. 

(. 
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53. Psychiatry A branch of medical science that 3i(1fcl i!ICTI/ <HCTI)Ta i!ICTI 
deals with the origin, diagnosis, " 
prevention and treatment of mental 
disorders. 

54. Pterygium It is of two thickened triangular layers wr 
of conjunctiva extending from the 
nasal edge of the eye to the cornea; it 
arises from irritation of the 
pinguecula. 

55. Puerperal sepsis It is a serious form ~:~~w,-
of septicaemia contracted by a woman ' " 
during or shortly 
after childbirth, miscarriage or abortio 
n. 

56. Rhinoplasty Cosmetic surgery to improve the CTIIffl Cfll ~~-~ 
appearance of your nose 

57. Ringworm It is a skin infection caused by a c;rc; 
fungus. 

58. Sinews A piece of tough fibrous tissue ~ 
uniting muscle to bone or bone to 
bone. 

59. Sinuses These are hollow spaces in your head fmr;m;r 
that can fill with mucus when you're 
all stuffed up. 

60. Splenomegaly An abnormal enlargement of the c~~ I 'i_~(3H:j I<HIG=<l) 
spleen 

61. Sudation The process of the sweat glands of the ~~~ 
skin secreting a salty fluid. 

62. Toxicology The branch of medical science 3fd'TG-Wiif/ TatSITa i!ICTI 
concerned with detection, chemical 
composition and biological action of 
toxic substances or poison and the 
treatment. 

63. Venepuncture It is the process of obtaining ~ 
intravenous access for the purpose of 
intravenous therapy. 

64. Venesection The techniques used to draw blood ~ 
from a vein for diagnostic purposes. 

65. Vesical Calculus Calculi of the urinary bladder, also ~-cmR.r 
known as bladder stone and cystoliths 

Appendix-2 

'Siitra' table of the SS database 
Adhyaya id Siitra id SiitraSarphita 
1 1 .w.m=!T il C.l ("q ~ J4 t.<:rr<:T c<:! I~ I t-<-~1 <H : II 
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Appendix-3 

'Adhyaya' table of the SS data base 
Sthana id Adhyaya id Adhyaya name 
1 

1 

I 3 

2 

2 2 

3 

3 2 

4 

4 2 

5 

5 2 

6 
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Appendix-3 

'sthana' table of the SS database 
Tantra id Tantra name Sthana id Sthana name 
1 ~ 1 ~ 
1 qcl 2 ~ 

" 
1 qcl 3 ~~ 

" 
1 ~ 4 Rlfct;rt~l 

1 qcl 5 ~ 
" 

2 3mt 6 3mt 
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